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Abstract

.

A number of fields require state of the art low noise laser systems. The
report has been written to aid the development of a laser source with a
sub-hertz linewidth. The report brings together the most recent work
in the field of laser stabilisation, along with a description of the rele-
vant basic principles. There are explanations of the parameters used
to describe laser noise and stability (power spectral density, Allan vari-
ance, linewidth, modulation index). The effects of perturbation on a
laser (plus reference cavity) system are discussed, including vibration,
acoustic noise, thermal effects and opto-electrical considerations. The
report concludes with a recommended laser system, drawing on the facts
learnt during the process of writing this report.
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Of course, the real test of the achieved performance can only be accom-
plished with a second, independent detector system. Disappointment is
the experimenters' first reward for this measurement.

-J. 

L. Hall

1986

.
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1

The purpose of this document is to provide information to aid the development of a
sub-hertz linewidth laser. It contains a brief review of the current state of the art, a
tutorial exposition of laser noise theory and a discussion of various reference cavity
considerations necessary to obtain a narrow linewidth laser. These considerations
include environmental, optical and electronic issues, vibration isolation, beam point-
ing and power stability. In addition, a reasonably comprehensive list of references
has been collected.

1.1

Some knowledge of the field of stabilising lasers to reference cavities is assumed,
due to the necessarily short nature of this report. A good starting point for those
unfamiliar with the field is the review article by Hamilton [1].

Improvement of the passive stability of a laser, though useful, can only reduce
the laser linewidth so much. In order to progress further active stabilisation is
required. A prerequisite for active stabilisation is a frequency discriminator. Either
a molecular absorption or a reference cavity can be used. A reference cavity has two
advantages, firstly a comb of resonances allowing access to anywhere in the optical
spectrum. Additionally the signal to noise for the control signal can be increased,
almost without limit, without power broadening the resonance.

Before this type of laser stabilisation can take place, the laser source must be
running with a single spatial and temporal mode. It is also assumed that there
are actuators of sufficient bandwidth to encompass the intrinsic noise of the laser.
These actuators can either act on the laser cavity itself (piezo mounted mirror,
intra-cavity Brewster plate ) or on the light outside the cavity (Acousto-optic
modulator -AOM, Electro-optic modulator -EOM).

During the 1980's there were a number of technical developments which made the
construction of a one hertz laser a possibility. One of the main problems with the use
of a reference cavity is thermal length change. This was considerably reduced by the
use of special spacer materials of low thermal expansion, such as ULE or Zerodur.
Next the development of very high finesse mirrors (rv 105 -106), led to extremely
narrow reference cavity linewidths. This in turn provides a very steep discriminator
(volts/hertz) and makes tight servo control possible. Finally a detection scheme
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capable of exploiting the narrow cavity linewidth was developed. The Pound-Drever-
Hall detection scheme [2], has clearly been shown as the most effective method for
stabilising to a high finesse reference cavity.

Around this time it was also fully appreciated that achieving a tight servo lock
to a cavity was only a necessary and not sufficient condition to achieving a narrow
linewidth laser. Perturbations to the reference cavity itself, such as vibration, simply
do not show up in the error signal of a tightly locked servo system. In order to assess
the 'real' linewidth, a second, independent reference cavity is needed. The reduction
of perturbations to the cavity has been the focus of much of the work over the past
15 years.

1.2 Omissions

A number of topics are not discussed in this report.
An area where there is little discussion, due to lack of time rather than impor-

tance, is the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [2] and the construction of appropriate
servo electronics. The best explanation of how and why the Pound-Drever-Hall
works is to be found in the original reference. Some general information about servo
systems is contained in section 1.4. There are also two rather different stabilisation
techniques which are not mentioned: the PTB self oscillating EOM [113] and opti-
cal feedback stabilisation of laser diodes (see for example [24]). The EOM scheme
provides an alternative to electronic servos. The optical feedback scheme is only
applicable to a particular laser source, and cannot on its own narrow the linewidth
to an arbitrarily low level.

Another area not discussed, though certainly useful should you have a one hertz
laser, is the topic of "optical time transfer". That is transferring narrow linewidth
light from one place to another either in free space [37] or by optical fibre[14].

Lastly another area which is not discussed in any detail is cryogenic optical
resonators [42, 41, 40, 65]. Here a laser is locked to a Fabry-Perot cavity made from
a single crystal of sapphire. At cryogenic temperatures (2-3 K) sapphire exhibits a
thermal expansion coefficient 1000 times smaller than room temperature spacers like
ULE or Zerodur. This provides an optical cavity with excellent long-term stability.
"Other sources of cavity length instability, such as mechanical deformations induced
by seismic noise, support vibrations and tilt...will not be reduced. In fact, some of
these are likely to be larger in initial experiments, due to mechanical noise generated
within the cryostat" [40]. This report is primarily interested in solving problems like
seismic noise, vibrations and tilt, which currently limit laser linewidth. Designing
for low vibration and excellent beam pointing, within a cryostat introduces a number
of specific problems, and as such is considered beyond the scope of this report.

1.3

There are three main measures of the noise of a laser: Linewidth, Spectral Density
and Allan variance. All three parameters are related to each other mathematically
(see chapter 2). However these measurements are really used to show different
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aspects of the laser noise. Having a good Allan variance is not the same as having
a narrow linewidth. For example in Schiller's work [42], he achieves an excellent
long(ish) term stability of 2 x 10-15 @ 20 s, but a relatively poor linewidth of 420 Hz.
Similarly a good spectral density is not the same as having a narrow linewidth. This
report focuses on achieving a narrow linewidth.

Two major areas of research which require state of the art laser stabilisation
are optical frequency standards and interferometric gravity wave detectors. Though
these two fields have much in common, there is a subtle difference in the required
laser noise. A laser in a gravity wave detector requires low noise spectral density
across the intended detector frequency range (say 10D-1000 Hz). An optical fre-
quency standard requires a narrow linewidth (say 1 Hz), for which low frequency
components of the noise spectral density are far more important that high frequency
components. This has profound consequences when designing a stabilisation scheme
for the laser. The development of an optical frequency standard is the ultimate mo-
tivation of this work.

As discussed in this report (see section 2.3), the linewidth of a laser source
depends on the amplitude of the frequency noise and its Fourier frequency. It is
the ratio of these two quantities, the modulation index, that determines the power
in the laser spectrum away from the carrier frequency, and hence the linewidth.
The consequence of this is that relatively large noises at high frequencies contribute
less to linewidth than low amplitude noise at frequencies close to DC. It is because
of this fact that ground vibration is considered as one of the greatest concerns for
making a very narrow linewidth laser. To reduce this effect isolation platforms with
very low resonant frequencies are required, such as a long pendulum.

This is to be contrasted with the requirements of gravitational wave detection.
In this work ground vibration is also a critical issue, though here Fourier frequencies
in the 10D-1000 Hz range matter. At this frequency it is possible to get excellent
vibration isolation by cascading multiple pendulums (see section 4.2.2). Multiple
pendulums are not useful for narrow linewidth however, since they do not reduce the
resonant frequency of the isolation system. Another even more dramatic difference
is that some gravity wave workers [29] are using a reference cavity without a spacer.
The spacer less cavity can have excellent high frequency performance by individually
isolating each mirror, though its low frequency performance is rather poor making
it unsuitable for attaining narrow linewidth.

These examples illustrate the need to be aware of the differing requirements of
other experiments, and may mitigate against the wholesale transfer of ideas and
technologies from one ,field to another.

1.4 Choice of Laser/Servo Electronics

The first question is whether, for high-stability experiments, one must
use a laser with special properties, for example a massive invar construc-
tion. The answer both from theory and experiment is no, absolutely
no. The only consequence of the choice of a fast evolving [phase error]
source is that the control loop design and actuator must be of signifi-
cantly greater bandwidth and lower time delay.
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-J .1. Hall [13]

The picture painted by Hall, though true, perhaps understates the difficulty of
making a high bandwidth servo. There are three main classes of laser in which we
are interested: the monolithic N d: Y AG .laser (linewidth 5 kHz), the Ti:Sapphire laser
(linewidth 100 kHz) and the extended cavity diode laser (linewidth 300 kHz). The
linewidths stated here are the typical free running rms linewidths observed on a few
millisecond timescale. The range of Fourier frequencies over which these fluctuations
occur is also important to consider. The Nd:YAG noise is less than 1 radian (see
section 2.3) for Fourier frequencies above ,,-,10 kHz, the Ti:sapphire from above ,,-,50
kHz whilst significant noise at around "-' 1 MHz occurs for an extended cavity laser.
Given a choice it is m.uch. easier to design a servo loop for the intrinsically quiet
Nd:YAG laser, than for the rather noisy extended cavity diode laser.

In the theory of servo control systems it is easy to show that the errors
within the servo loop can be driven below any small value one wishes,
merely by increasing the closed loop gain. Of course more gain can be
usefully employed, considering loop stability issues, only if we can also
increase the bandwidth and reduce the time delay if it approaches more
than 1/6 of the inverse bandwidtht.

-J .1. Hall [11]

A very clear exposition of control theory applied to a laser system is given in
Day et. al. [63], and Day's thesis [75]. This analysis clearly shows that with sufficient
gain both laser frequency noise and servo noise can be made negligible within the
control bandwidth. Another example of control theory applied to a laser is given
in [110]. Some useful detail of actual servo loops are given in the following papers:
Dye laser [2, 4], YAG laser [63, 75] and diode laser [64]. A good text for detailed
information on control theory is given in [112].

1.5 The State of the Art

Direct comparison of results in the literature is often not straight forward, as multiple
types of noise measurements are used. The choice of noise measurement in a paper
often reflects the goal of the work. Table 1.1 shows the best results achieved to date
by various groups in a number of categories. In terms of laser linewidth the current
state of the art is a 0.84 Hz beat from Jim Bergquist's group at NIST [119]. For
more details of this work see section 3.5.

1.6

The remaining chapters of this report cover several topics: laser noise and noise
theory (chapter 2), studies of various groups laser systems (chapter 3) and reference

tlf the time delay was equal to 1/4 of the inverse bandwidth an additional phase lag of 90
degrees [6] is added to the 90 degree lag of the integrating servo loop, and the servo oscillates. For
a reasonable servo lock, the phase shift must be a reasonable margin less than 180 degrees, hence
this factor of 1/6
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cavity issues viz. attaining a narrow linewidth (chapter 4). The report's conclusion
is in terms of a recommended system, based on the information presented elsewhere.
Each chapter is self contained, and so the report can be read in any iorder, provided
that the terminology of chapter 2 is understood. An attempt is m~de throughout
to use consistent symbols. These are listed in a glossary on page 611.

Group
(laser)

Beat Linewidth

~1I1 [Hz]

Allan variance

~-

Spec. density

J~I[Hz/VHz]
(1L-1C)
'" 10-4

[26], (1994)

(11-2C)
>1

(/ < 1 kHz)
7 X 10-3

(f >1 kHz),

[20], (199~

(2L-IC) (2L-2C)

30

[36,20]
(1995)

~g) (2L-2C)
2 X 10-14

@10ms

[201,(1995)

Ohtsu

(Nd:YAG)

rv 3 X 10-4

[30],(1997)

6.7 X 10-14

@3mH

[31], (199:~)

Veda

(Nd:YAG)

16

[31],(1993)

Day /I3yer
(Nd:YAG)

0.33 "" 10 (est)

(63], (1993)

--

I X 10-14

(O.4-2s)
[74},(1993)

NIST

(Dye)

2.2
f < 15 Hz

[37], (1991)

20 [37J,(1991)
8 [38J,(1998)
0.8 [in prepJ,

(1999)

<1

[37];(1991)

8 X ~O-17

@2pO S

[13],(11989)

0.05

[5], (1988)

Hall

(He-Nc)

4;-<10-16
@ ~o s

[43J,.01997)

Schiller

(Nd:YAG)

2.3 x

@2

[42],(

420

[42],(1997)

< 10-2
f < 10 kHz

[81],(1992)

10* rv 2 x ii6=I7*

@Q.ls
l8.11Q!~~)

rv 10-14*

(0-18)
181],(1992)--

Walter

(Dye)

'"'-'5

[81],(1992) [81],(1992)

Table 1.1: State of the Art in Stable Lasers ,
Numbers in bold indicate the state of the art for that measurement, L = laset, C = cavity, e"lJ.
2L-2C indicates that two lasers are locked to two cavities. * The results of Walt$r in the la.~t, three

I

columns were actually observed with only one laser in each case. The Allan vari/mce of lL-2C wa.-;

used to calculate the linewidth.

10-15

Os

1997)
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1.7 Reference List

The following list collects together relevant papers on constructing a narrow linewidth
laser. It is organised both by author and subject.

.Introduction to stabilised lasers [1]

.Hall's papers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]

.Ohtsu's papers [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]

.Veda's papers [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]

.Bergquist [36, 37, 38]

.Schiller [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]

.Gravity wave [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]

Key Papers

.Hall [2, 5, 3]

.Bergquist [37]
.Kimble [62]

.Day /Byer [63]

.Clairon [64]

.Blair [65]

Diode stabilisation

.Clairon [64, 66, 67]

.Helmcke/RieWe [68, 69]

.Other groups [70, 71, :72, 69, 73]

.Ohtsu [21, 22, 23]

YAGS

.Ohtsu [20, 26, 27, 28]

.Veda [32, 35, 31, 30, 34, 33]

.Byer [74, 63, 75]

.Others [76, 77, 65, 78]

.Schiller [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]

Other Lasers

.Ti:Sapphire [62, 18]

.Dye laser [79, 80, 81]

.Argon [82]

Vibration issues

.Main text book for pendulum, vibration etc. [83]

.Other text books for pendulum, vibration etc. [84, 85]
.Simple engineering of structures: stress, strain, moment of area etc. [86]
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.Seismic background [46, 49, 48, 61, 47]

.Active vibration isolation [48, 61, 87, 88, 89, 7]

.Negative stiffness [90, 55, 56, 59, 60]

.Multiple pendulums and Magnetic damping [51, 20]

.Coulomb damping [91, 83]

.Active damping [57]

.Internal resonances [85, 52]

.Cable and point suspension -effective mass [52]

Intensity fluctuations/Beam Pointing

.Suppressing beam jitter [53]

.Measurements of beam jitter [53, 54, 92]

.Problems with EOM's [58, 5]

.Intensity sevro [93]
.Angular vibration of cavity [35]
.Tilt [18] i

Diagnostics Theory

.Window functions in FFT [94]

.NIST Tech Note [95]
.Getting from Power Spectral Density to Lineshape [96]
.Allan variance [97, 98, 99, 100, 25]
.Power spectral density [101, 25]
.Fundamental limit to length measurement [102]
.Generally useful Byer[63, 67]
.Modulation index [103]

Materials

.ULE [104]

.Zerodur [105]

.General materials [106, 107]

.Materials in gravity wave detectors [49]

.Rubber [108]

Random Topics

.Sound insulation [10, 109]
.Pound-Drever Hall Stabilisation [2, 110, 111, 4, 9, 12]
.Servo system theory [63, 75, 110, 112]
.Fibres [14, 17]
.Doppler cancelation [14, 17, 37]
.Telle's EOM locking [113]
.Mirror birefringence [114, 115]
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This chapter discusses various aspects of noise measurement, with regard to laser
stabilisation. Its primary aim is to gain some physical insight into the connection
between laser linewidth and the power spectral density -the main noise measurement
technique. The modulation index approach provides the greatest physical insight
into this relationship.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the various configurations that can be
used to measure laser noise and attempts to make clear the differences between, and
the limitations of, each configuration. The following sections cover the quantities
that are used to characterise laser noise: linewidth, power spectral density, root
power spectral density, modulation index and Allan variance. Some effort has been
made to draw out the connections between all of these measurements. The shot-noise
limit to laser linewidth is also presented.

2.1

There are two basic laser diagnostic techniques which are illustrated in figures 2.1
& 2.2: error signal analysis and beat note analysis. In error signal analysis there
is one laser beam, in beat note analysis there are two laser beams. As well as the
two diagnostic techniques, there are also two measurement types: either using one
or two reference cavities. Though it is common to apply error signal analysis to one
cavity and beat note analysis to two cavities, these are not the only measurement

configurations.
To illustrate this, examine figure 2.1. For error signal analysis there are two

configurations. Either the laser is locked to the reference cavity shown (i. e. using
one cavity), or the laser is stabilized to a cavity (not shown) and the reference cavity
in the figure is used ~ an optical spectrum analyser (i. e. using two cavities). In
both configurations, ine can either look directly at the error signal, or spectrum
analyse it.

Now consider figure 2.2. Here two lasers beams are used to perform a beat
note analysist. The laser beams can be locked to two independent cavities, or

tIn the discussion of beat note analysis we have described two laser sources. In practice these do
not have to be derived from two separate lasers locked to two cavities. Instead a single laser output
can be split into two components which are independently locked to the cavities using external
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locked to a single cavity. In the latter case the lasers are usually locked to adjacent.
longitudinal modes so that the beat frequency is away from DC. The beat signal can
be analysed in a number of ways: it can be downshifted to near DC and monitored
on a storage oscilloscope; the beat lineshape and width can be measured by looking
at it on a spectrum analyser; the Fourier frequencies of the noise making up the beat
linewidth can be analysed using a frequency-voltage convertor (e.g. an rf spectrum
analyser with the sweep turned off) and a spectrum analyser; finally the Allan
variance between the two laser sources can be measured by downshifting the beat
to a countable frequency and analysing it.

Error signal versus beat note analysis

So what is the difference in using error signal or beat note analysis? In beat note
analysis it is easy to obtain all of the measures of laser noise (the purity of the beat
sine wave, the laser linewidth and lineshape, spectral density and Allan variance).
In error signal analysis only the spectral density is readily available, though the rest
of the information can be obtained after mathematical manipulation of the data (see
later sections). Beat note analysis has traditionally been used as the 'Rolls-Royce'
diagnostic technique. The need for a second actuator and servo electronics does
however carry an economic cost. If confidence in the mathematical extraction of the
lineshape from error signal data were established, this would provide a significant
time and effort saving.

One versus two reference cavities

Measurements using only one reference cavity (whether using error signal or beat
note analysis) gives information about the quality of the electronic servo loop and
other locking accuracy issues. It does not provide any information about 'real' laser
linewidth since this is not only determined by the electronics, but also by what the
reference cavity is doing. In order to make measurements of the real laser linewidth,
a second independent reference cavity is necessary.

Infact to completely avoid common mode rejection it may be necessary go even
further and mount the cavities on separate vibration isolation platforms, and use
cavities of differing physical dimensions. This is to fully exclude the possibility of
seismic common mode rejection.

It is not sufficient for evaluating the frequency noise to use the same
type of cavities. When a reference cavity and a monitoring cavity are of
the same type and mounted on the same bench, the observed frequency
noise is smaller than the absolute frequency noise because the noise from
the outside gives almost the same influences on these two cavities and
those kinds of n<!>ise are canceled and not observed. On the other hand,
when the monitoring cavity is not identical to the reference cavity and

actuators (e.g. AOMs). Provided the servo loop has sufficient gain, it will make the laser light
accurately track the reference cavity discriminant, and so effectively the reference cavity becomes
the laser source. The laser itself is merely used to 'top up' the cavity with light.
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mounted on a different bench, the observed frequency noise is close to
the absolute frequency noise.

Musha et.al. -[29].

It is not completely clear how necessary such precautions are. For example would two
cavities of different dimensions, but mounted on the same table, provided sufficiently
independent measurements?

2.1.1

To clarify these ideas, let's I summarise the combinations of the techniques of error
signal analysis and beat note analysis, along with the choice of one or two cavities.

Error signal analysis using one cavity

The error signal gives information about the quality of the servo loop (loop gain,
loop bandwidth and loop stability). It is also useful to compare the free running laser
noise, the locked laser noise and the detector noise. The detector noise is measured
by taking the laser off resonance and recording the spectrum. It is important to
check that the detector noise is less than the expected shot noise limit. This ensures
that there is not excess electronic noise in the servo loop. Discriminator noise does
not show up in this measurement. As pointed out in the introduction, it is possible
to drive the error signal to as small a value as one wishes (even below the shot noise
limit), given enough gain and servo bandwidth. Hence this diagnostic cannot tell
you anything about the real laser linewidth.

EXAMPLES: Ohtsu-[20, 36, 26, 28]

Beat note analysis of one cavity

In this system two laser beams are independently locked to adjacent modes of a sin-
gle cavity, using duplicated actuators and servo electronics (or using two completely
separate laser systems). This measurement contains slightly more information than
the previous case. Discriminator noise is now measured, and the DC locking accu-
racy can now be tested by locking the lasers to adjacent modes and then swopping
them over (see [5]). This can reveal problems with modulation accuracy and optical
feedback. This measurement cannot be used to give real laser linewidths. This is
because the laser systems track the vibration of the cavity together and hence the
cavity noise imposed on the laser is common to both sources. The observed noise
will be suppressed by a common mode rejection factor [35, 63], which is equal to the
longitudinal mode order of the cavity N = VO/VFSR 1"'0.1 200 000.

Error signal analysis of two cavities

In this system the laser is locked to one cavity and the second cavity is used as
an optical spectrum analyser. This measurement configuration gives the complete
information about the laser, i. e. a true power spectral density is measured. From
this it is possible to calculate lineshape, linewidth and Allan variance, though this
information can only be obtained after mathematical manipulation of the data.
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EXAMPLES: Ohtsu-[20, 36]

Beat note analysis of two cavities

This set-up gives the ~omplete information about the laser, in a readily accessible
form -lineshape, linewidth, power spectral density and Allan variance simply read
off the screen of spectrum analysers etc. It is also the most complex system, requiring
two cavities, two actu~tors and two sets of servo electronics. To ensure there is no
occurrence of commo~-mode rejection of the noise due to the vibrations of the two
cavities, it may prove necessary to mount the two cavities on separate vibration
isolation platforms.

EXAMPLES: Ohtsu -[20] NIST -[37].

2.2

Oscillators are characterised in the frequency domain by power spectral density and
in the time domain by the Allan variance. The time and frequency characterisa-
tion of oscillators is an extensive subject, and only a brief overview is given here.
NIST technical note 1837 [95] contains a collection of key papers in this field. The
information in the following is based extensively on references [98, 100].

It is common to use dimensionless units when expressing stability. The dimen-
sionless frequency fluctuation y(t) is defined as:

lI(t) -lID
y(t)

Va

where y(t) is the instantaneous frequency and Yo is the nominal (average) frequency.

2.2.1 Power Spectral Density

Spectral density meas~es the spread of signal energy in the Fourier frequency spec-
trum. In the notation used here a quantity x, say, has a spectral density Sx(f),
which has dimensions of (dimension of X)2 1Hz. The per Hertz bit means the scale
has been normalised to unit measurement bandwidth. Sx(f) is implicitly an rms

quantity.
From the spectral Idensity it is possible to calculate the rms variation of the

quantity using: .I
2

Xrms

For some types of noise (l.e.white noise, Ilf noise) this integral diverges. In these
situations it is often the case that there is an implicit bandwidth to the problem,
which puts an upper andl or lower limit on the integral. For example, for white noise
there is often an upper frequency limit or bandwidth, B, in which case x;ms = SxB.
As another example, in modulation index analysis (see section 2.3), you require the
amount of noise in a band around a frequency, f, say. To estimate this you could
do the integral X;ms = j~:f Sx(f)df.
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To convert between the spectral density Sx, and the spectral density of the time
derivative S:i;, use Sx = (27r 1)2 S:i;. This type of relation is used to get between phase
and frequency, or acceleration and velocity.

In frequency standards the spectral density is generally used to characterise the
short term behaviour. It is usual to work with the spectral density of frequency
fluctuations Sv(f) [HZ2/Hzj. To add confusion, publications often quote the linear

or root spectral density ~(J), which is measured in Hz/..jHZ. When interpreting
data in papers it is important to be aware of which version of spectral density the
authors are using. In addition, the normalised spectral density Sy(f) = Sv(f)lv5
and phase spectral density SI/J(J) = Sv(f) 112 are occasionally used.

Spectral densities are measured with a spectrum analyser. It is necessary to
convert the vertical scale, measured in dBm (i. e. power), into a frequency scale
(Hz2) via a calibration of the frequency discriminant. It is also necessary to divide
the measured spectrum by the resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyser, to
then convert the scale into Hz2/Hz. The power spectrum always shows a spike at
DC, this is an artifact of the spectrum analyser.

To convert from the spectrum analyser output P [dBm] to noise spectral density
Sv(f) [Hz2/Hz] frequency units we need to know the discriminator slope D[Hz/V],
the conversion from dBm to Volts and the spectrum analyser bandwidth B[Hz].
First:

(2..3)

Andif the analyser is used with a 50 n input

8v(1)

(2.4)

B

In the case of error signal analysis, the discriminant is simply the slope of the
reference cavity. In this case the easiest way to calculate the discriminator slope D
[Hz/V], is by measuring this slope. That is measure the peak to peak height of the
Pound-Drever signal (in Volts) and divide this by the cavity linewidth. However,
unless done carefully, this tends to be inaccurate due to the difficulty in making
good finesse measurements.

A more accurate calibration of the spectrum analyser signal can be deduced by
applying a calibrated modulation to the laser light, and observing the effect of this
modulation on the error signal [75 , 64]. The modulation frequency must either be
outside the unity gain frequency of the servo loop or the servo must be operating with
a very low gain lock, so that the servo does not reduce the size of the modulation
spike. If the modulation has a frequency 10, and a modulation index ,8 (look at
the transmitted light from the cavity) then the amplitude of the signal will be 10,8.
Therefore the height of the spike on the spectrum analyser will be (10,8)2 [Hz2].
(Again you must then divide by the resolution bandwidth of the analyser, to get the
scale in Hz2 /Hz.) Finally when connecting a spectrum analyser to servo electronics
"it is important to use a directional coupler or other appropriate isolator so that
ac coupling at the input of the spectrum analyser will not introduce measurement
error" [8] .
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Spectral densities of high stability frequency standards can often be approxi-
mated by a power law:

+2
Sy(f) = L hofa

0=-2
for 0 ~ f ~ fh, where fh is an upper cutoff frequency.
different types of noise are illustrated in figure 2.3.

The names given to the

19(5y (t))

19( f)
Figure 2.3: Spectral density of frequency fluctuations

2.2.2 Allan variance

The Allan variance is used to assess the stability of a frequency standard over a
time interval T. The Allan variance was introduced because it was found that
the classical variance diverged for some types of noise commonly encountered in
frequency standards.

The basic tool for measurement of the Allan variance is a frequency counter.
A series of m measurements of the (dimensionless) frequency Yi are made, each of
which is averaged over a time T. The Allan variance is estimated [100] using the
formula:

0-;(7) Yi)2

The Allan variance can be modeled by a power law, in a similar way to the spectral
density, i.e.

0"~(7) '"'"' 711.

It is only for the case of white frequency noise (0: = 0) that the Allan variance is equal

to the classical variance [98]. Changes in the average frequency over long times do not
bias the characterisation of short term frequency stability [100]. The Allan variance
can cope with linear drift (no tractable model exists for the spectral density). If the
subject drifts as y(t) = dt, then the root Allan variance is O"y(r) = dr/.J2 [100]. The
Allan variance is not useful for distinguishing between white phase noise (0: = +2)
and flicker phase noise (0: = + 1), as the slope is almost identical for both cases.
This limitation can be overcome by the use of the modified Allan variance [98, 100].
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19(cry('t)) white phase or
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linear
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frequency
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19('t)
Figure 2.4: The Allan Variance

Allan 'variance' pictures are infact almost always plots of the Allan deviation uy(r),
as is the case here. In this picture though the exponent JL shown is the exponent for
the Allan variance, equation 2.7.

2.2.3 Relating Spectral Density to Allan variance

The spectral density contains the maximum information about the process.
Allan variance is related [100] to spectral density via:

The

.4

S y (f )~~-~~ ~(1[f7)2 df2100 (2.8)

Some information is lost in the conversion process[lOO], and so it is not in general
possible to convert back from Allan variance to spectral density.

However, when the noise present can be approximated by a power law, a two way
relationship does exists between spectral density and Allan variance. The spectral
density exponent Q; and Allan variance exponent Jl are related by [98]:

+2 a: undefined

-3<a:~1
a:~1

JL

JL

JL

(2.9)

1

-a

-2

The relationship between the coefficients of the power laws is shown in table 2.1.
Taking the case for white frequency noise, the Allan variance 0';(7) has a slope of
-1 and a value ao = ho/2 at 7 = 1 second. Comparing this to the equation for
spectral density (equation 2.5) shows that the normalised spectral density By = 2ao

in this case. Using the relationship to convert into ordinary spectral density gives
511 = 2115ao.

Relating Spectral Density to Linewidth2.2.4

Elliot et al [96] derive a key relationship between spectral density and laser linewidth.
They consider a laser with a white noise spectral density Sv up to a frequency or
bandwidth B, and no noise above this frequency. If the fInS frequency fluctuations
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Table 2.1: Relationship between Allan variance and spectral density
Assuming the power law approximation. fh -measurement system bandwidth. aO; in the la..o;;t

column shows the coefficient for the Allan variance in column 4. Adapted from reference [98]

8vrms « Bt, then laser lineshape is Lorentzian with linewidth:

7rSv (2.10)

For a white noise spectral density, but with DVrms » B (ie {:J ~ 1), a Gaussian
lineshape is predicted, with linewidth

~1I1 = 2.35 811rms (2.11)

These formula are used to get an idea of the laser linewidth from the spectral
density. If the spectral density has been derived from two independent systems (for
example a laser locked to one cavity, and spectrum analysed by a second cavity) and
the noise is white, then the formula will give an accurate value for the linewidth.

In practice at low frequencies the spectral density tends to show flicker frequency
noise, invalidating the formilla. A crude attempt to allow for a non-white noise
is to just integrate the spectral density to calculate the rms frequency fluctuation
((bllrms)2 = J~ Sv(f)df), and then just use the formula. However the proper method
of dealing with this problem is to do a full numerical integration of the rather
complicated formula in Elliots paper [96}.

The big difficulty with these formula is that they apply only to white noise.
White noise is often predominates above a certain frequency, but as already men-
tioned, at low frequency 1/ f noise dominates. This problem is compounded since, as
will be explained in the next HPction, low frequency components of noise have much
more influence on linewidth than high frequency components. A theory for specr-
tal density and lineshape/linewidth when 1/ f noise is present would be extremely
useful.

2.3

The frequency modulation (FM) analysis of a physical situation is a very powerful
tool, as it quantifies the effect of noise processes at different Fourier frequencies.

tThis condition is equivalent to a modulation index {3 « 1 (see section 2.3). To show this
first find (8I1rms)2 = JoB Svdf = SvB. Next substituting this relation into the inequality gives
JS:Tii « 1. Finally compare to equation 2.20 with f = B gives {3 « 1.
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This section develops FM analysis in a general way which can be applied to
many problems. The treatment here follows reference [103], p579, though similar
treatments can be found in many other texts. The application of this technique in
laser stabilisation, involves finding a relationship between the modulation index and
the spectral density; the subject of the following section. To show the versatility of
the technique a selection of other examples are also given.

Consider a general oscillation:

E(t) Eo expi[<t>(t)}

(2.12)

where the phase <jJ(t) = J w dt. If the oscillation is modulated at a Fourier frequency
f [Hz] with an amplitude 27r{jv [radHertz]t, then the instantaneous angular frequency
Wi IS:

(JJi = (JJO + (27r8v) cos(27r It) (2.13)
Hence:

/5v

E(t) f~ sin(27r It)] (2.14)Eo exp i [l.Uot +

The ratio {jv / f is called the modulation index {3, and has units of radians. We will
see later that this is a most useful relation, and is worth writing out again:

(2.15)

From equation 2.14, use a Bessel function identity, take the Fourier transform
and then square to get then intensity of the wave as a function of angular frequency:

[(tV) oc [WQ 271"nf] ) (2.16)

Thus the effect of the modulation is to impose n sidebands on the carrier to form a
comb of peaks at frequencies Wo :I:: 27rnf. The intensity of these sidebands is given

by IJn({3)12.
For small modulation index, {3, only the first sideband is important and its

intensity II relative to the carrier 10 is approximately:

~ = (~)2 for {3;$1 (2.17)

For large modulation index many sidebands occur, spaced symmetrically around the
carrier. The number of sidebands that contribute to the sum is roughly:

(2.18)

'.8 

;S nl;S .8 for .8 » 1

These results can be easily transferred to a number of problems. All that is required,
is a calculation of the modulation index for the particular problem. The spectrum

t note liv = V2liVrTns
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is then given exactly by equation 2.16. In practice either of the approximations,
eqn. 2.17 or 2.18, can by used to get a good idea of what's going on.

The analysis presented here is exact for a sinusoidal modulation. In many prac-
tical problems though the modulation may be made up of a broadband noise rep-
resented by a spectral density. In this case to get hv for equation 2.15, integration
of the spectral density over a small band, around the frequency of interest f, gives
(hv) 2 = 2(hvrms)2 = 2JJ.;fSII(J)df. If this procedure is followed, the modulation

analysis is now approximate and can only be used to give order of magnitude esti-
mates.

2.3.1 Modulation index, Power Spectral Density and Linewidth

It is possible to get an idea of the laser linewidth from FM analysis. The spectral
density measures the amount of noise away from the carrier frequency. At a par-
ticular frequency, f say, this spectral density will cause a modulation index,8. The
laser linewidth is going to be roughly the frequency where this modulation index is
big enough to put significant power into the first sideband of the carrier, i. e. when
,B ~ 1. In terms of equations, combine eqn 2.17 and eqn. 2.15, to give:

.d b d {hv)2 (FM amplitude)2 (2 19)SI e an power ~ .-=
f2 (Fourier frequency) 2

This result has a profound result on designing a narrow linewidth laser. It is now
clear that low frequency perturbations contribute far more significantly to laser
linewidth, because of the 1/ j2 factor. It thus follows that seismic noise on the
reference cavity at 0-10 Hz is going to contribute much more to the laser linewidth
than, say, acoustic noise at 1 kHz.

J .L. Hall is the biggest exponent of FM theory applied to laser linewidth, and
perhaps explains the ideas best of all:

.

If the FM has a small amplitude and occurs at a high rate the resulting
small phase modulation index ,B « 1 puts nearly no power into the
sidebands. The laser linewidth will be approximately equal to the Fourier
frequency at which unity phase-modulation first occurs.

-Hall [5]

Essentially the modulation index is a measure of phase excursion from the ideal
sinusoid. As mentioned earlier modulation index has units of radians. Hence Hall's
frequent statements about phase excursions of less than one radian. For example:

...we can see that small frequency excursions are not too serious if they
occur at a high frequency because there will not be enough time to
integrate a radian phase error before the fluctuation has reversed sign
and begins to integrate the phase error back to zero. When we reach 1
radian phase error the phase modulation sidebands do become prominent
(19%), so it is reasonable to take {3 = 1 as the division point between

phase coherence and incoherence.

-Hall [13]
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It is useful to make the connection between modulation index and power spec-
tral density. From equation 2.15, {3 = V28Z1rms/ I. Now the rms frequency fluctua-
tions due to white noise in a small band around a frequency, I say, is: (8Z1rms)2 =
Ii:! SlIdl = Sill. Therefore the modulation index in terms of spectral density is

iff

.8 (2.20)

Using equation 2.20 you can draw the line /3 = lon a plot of spectral density.
Noise features below this line will contribute little to the resulting laser linewidth (ie
the sideband power « 1). Noise features at or above this line will have an important
effect on the laser linewidth. To get an estimate of laser linewidth it is reasonable
to take the frequency when the noise curve crosses the ,B = 1 line.

2.3.2 Modulation Index -other examples

The Lamb-Dicke regime

An ion held in an rf (Paul) trap experiences a harmonic potential well with a natural
frequency 27r f and performs simple harmonic motion of amplitude xa within the well.
This motion modulates the absorption or emission spectrum of the ion such that:

I

E(t) = Eoexpi[wot + kxasin(27rft)] (2.21)

where k = 27r / >. and A is the wavelength of the absorbed or emitted light. Comparing
to equation 2.14 we see that the modulation index of the sidebands is ,B = kxa and
hence the carrier is essentially unmodulated for ,B < 1 or Xa < >./27r. If this condition
is fulfilled then the first order Doppler effect has been eliminated. The requirement,
that the amplitude of the ion motion is less than the wavelength of the incident
light, is known as the Lamb-Dicke regime.

Zeeman effect on a single ion spectrum

Consider an atom subject to an AC magnetic field Bmag(f). What quantitative
effect does this field have on the atom absorption and emission spectrum?

The sensitivity of a transition to magnetic field is given by 8y = 9J/lBBmagmJ/h.
A magnetic field variation at frequency f therefore gives a modulation index of:

/3 -9J/lBBmagm'J (2.22)
hi

As a numerical example consider AC magnetic field variations at the 'mains' fre-
quency of f = 50 Hz. A typical value measured in our lab gives Bmag = 0.2 JLT.
Taking 9J = 2 and mJ = 1/2 gives {3 = 56! Using equation 2.18 this means that
the transition is now made up of over 100 sidebands with an end-to-end spread of
2{3f = 5.6 kHz. Magnetic shielding would have to reduce the field to 4 nT to get

{3 < 1 at 50 Hz.
Contrast that with a transition free from the linear Zeeman effect such as the

411 nm transition in 171Yb+. Here 8v = 0.3 Hz/(JLT)2 and a 50 Hz field of 0.2 JLT
at a DC field of around 2 JLT gives {3 = 1/500, i.e. completely negligible.
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Inertial frames and the Doppler effect

Consider two vibration isolation platforms designed to isolate a structure from
all ground vibration, for example two tables suspended from a ceiling using weak
springs. If the isolation is perfect, these two surfaces become inertial frames and a
laser beam passed from one to the other experiences no Doppler effect as the relative
motion between the tables is zero. However in practice the isolation platform will
have a resonant frequency below which no isolation occurs. Oscillation of the plat-
form at the resonant frequency will modulate the laser light via the Doppler effect.
How large a problem is this?

The Doppler shift to the laser frequency is given by:

1/0V
61/ -(2.23)

c

where v [m/s] is the relative veldcity of the two tables and c is the speed of light
For the light not to be greatly modulated, we require:

.B = vov < 1. (2.24)

cf

.

Hence we need to estimate a likely value for v. The spectral density for floor vibration
velocity in our labs is given by equation 4.11 on page 37. To make an estimate,
approximate (vrms)2 = J~:J Sv(f)df. For a typical oscillation frequency of f = 1 Hz
this gives vrms = 7 X 10-6 ms-l. Hence the modulation index is fJ = 7. This
means that Doppler shifts due to the swinging motion of the two vibration isolation
platforms relative to each is a problem. To counter this effect and avoid unnecessary
linewidth broadening of the laser when transferring it from table to table, some kind
of Doppler cancellation technique is necessary [14, 17,37].

.

2.4 Shot Noise Limit

It is relatively straight forward to calculate the expected root power spectral density,

Js:(j) for the shot noise limit of a side of fringe lock (see for example [5]). The

shot noise photo-current on the detector is b1rms = V2eJ:B. This is converted
into frequency noise by the reference cavity discriminant bvrms = (af /a1) x b1 =
!:JJ.vcb1/ I, where !:JJ.vc is the reference cavity linewidth. This relationship can be
written in terms of optical power, P, instead of photocurrent using 1/ e = PT/d/ hv,
where T/d is the quantum efficiency of the detector. Now for white noise, the spectral
density is related to the frequency noise by y!S:(f) = bvrms/VE, therefore:

fiiiV
L).vcy ~ (2.25)

The root power spectral density for the Pound-Drever-Halllocking scheme, derived
in reference [63], is:

(2.26)
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The equation has the same form as the side of fringe lock. The second term now
contains a factor Jo(M) to do with the rf modulation scheme. A value of M = 1.08
for the rf modulation index optimises the discriminator slope. For this value the
Pound-Drever-Hall scheme leads to an improvement of J83 in spectral density over
the side of fringe lock. The third term represents the roll off of the cavity response
at high frequencies (this effect is ignored in the analysis of the side of fringe lock).

A more complex formula for the Pound-Drever-Hall scheme, which allows for the
effect of absorption in the cavity mirrors, is quoted in reference [26]. This formula
allows for the fact that in real life the fringe contrast is not 100%. It is probably
worth using when you really want to know exactly what the shot noise limit is. It
is however rather complicated, and so is not repeated here.

Shot noise limited linewidth

Consider a realistic example, using equation 2.26, and the cavity parameters of
section 4.1. Assuming'1]d = 0.9, M =.1 ~ J~(M) = (0.765)2 even a small power of
only 10 J1, W gives excellent spectral density.

p (2.27)

Using equation 2.10, this gives a tiny linewidth of only:

LlVI 7r 811 = 3 JLHz (2.28)

This illustrates that even relatively low incident powers, on a high finesse cavity,
should give extremely narrow linewidths. There is no need for milliwat'ts of incident
power, which is just as well as high intracavity power can cause large degradations in
laser linewidth (see section 4.3.1). It is also possible to calculate the expected Allan
variance. Remembering that shot-noise is white, this will give an Allan deviation
with a slope of II vii. The coefficient, worked out at the end of section 2.2.3, is
ao = S1I/2v5, giving: f;f; 2 X 10-18O"y(T) = -2 ; = J;; (2.29)

VaT y T

Again this is unlikely to form any real limit to the performance of the system.
What these example really show, is that shot noise should never be a limit-

ing problem in achieving a narrow linewidth. The real difficulty is controlling the
perturbations to the reference cavity.

Schawlow- Townes limit

The Schawlow- Townes limit to laser linewidth is not relevant to the linewidth ob-
tained from a laser locked to a cavity.

The Schawlow- Townes limit refers to the minimum linewidth of a laser oscillator.
It is (see for example [63]) -

(2.30)
IcY (.t"\ j2hllV Sv(f) = ~1I1CV .P

where ~lIlc is the laser cavity linewidth, and P the laser output power.
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For a laser under tight servo control to a high finesse cavity, it is more proper
to think of the cavity as the laser source. The formula above has the same form
as the shot noise limit of previous sections. However as already seen, when locking
to a cavity, a number of factors enter the equation to do with the particular lock-
ing scheme. Several publications (for example [33]) demonstrate noise below the
Schawlow- Townes limit.

2.5 Conci usion

A lot of theory has been presented in the chapter, and this is an attempt to reiterate
the most important results.

.Spectral Density section 2.2.1. This is the key noise measurement for making
a narrow linewidth laser.

.Modulation index, Spectral Density and Linewidth section 2.3.1. This infor-
mation of this section allows one to interpret the noise on spectral density
data, and assess which noise components are contributing to the linewidth

.Relating Spectral Density to Linewidth, section 2.2.4. This section discusses
the key mathematical results of Elliot et. at. [96], which provides a firm math-
ematical relationship between spectral density and linewidth.

The example at the end of the shot noise section 2.4 illustrates how to calculate
linewidths and Allan variances, when the spectral density has white frequency noise.
Unfortunately in practice stabilised lasers always seem to have 1/ f noise, which is
not possible to handle by these simple analytic formulas. In this case either the
approximate modulation index method can be use to get a rough idea of what's
going on, or a full numerical integration of the complicated formula in Elliots paper
[96] could be performed.
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3

The aim of this chapter is to analyse the experimental outputs of ~ few of the leading
groups in laser stabilisation. It is interesting to compare and cpntrast the various
approaches used. These are dictated by the different research g~als, and hence act.
as an illustation of the care needed when interpreting another i group's results for
inclusion in one's own work. For the sake of clarity, the use of ~ single researcher's
name is used to indicate the work of the whole research group.

I

Hall3.1

~all'~ interest in las~r stabilisation has ~oncentr~~ed on t.he at~ai~ment of narrow
hnewIdth, good lockmg accuracy and hIgh stabilIty. ThIs wO$ IS therefore very
relevant to the achieving a laser linewidth at the hertz level. H~l does not seem to
have any ulterior motive for his work -he is motivated primarily ~y the stabilization
of the laser itself. Not only was he a co-inventor of the so-called IPound-Drever-Hall
laser stabilisation technique [2], but his work on accurate servd control has yet to
be bettered [5].

The development pf the Pound-Drever-Hall stabilisation te4hnique [2] in 1983
ushered in the moder~ era of laser stabilisation. In this first parler, a dye laser and
He-Ne laser were stabilised to a single reference cavity and showe<li a sub-100 Hz beat
linewidth. Already in this work many of the important issues necbssary for attainingI
a narrow linewidth were identified (vibration, optical feedback, 1talon effects, beam
pointing and amplitude noise on the laser light.) I

Following this [3], two completely independen.t cavity stabili~ed dye lasers were
compared and showed a linewidth of 750 Hz. This linewidth wa-1limited not by the
very tight lock to the reference cavity, but by the reference cav~ty itself. This was
one of the first demonstrations that making a laser with a lin+width of less than
1 Hz was not solely an electronic servo problem. :

Between 1984 and 1988 Hall produced a number of stabilis~ion related papers
[15, 6, 11] which either discussed general stabilisation methods ~r the latest results
but with few details. This work was brought together in 1988 ip the paper "Laser
stabilization at the millihertz level" [5]. The paper summarises the relevance of the
choice of laser source and the importance of the Fourier frequercy of the noise on
laser linewidth. Also included is a discussion of the effects of ~iscriminator noise
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and the importance of feedback isolation and modulation accuracy. To put the
ideas into practice, two He-Ne lasers were locked to adjacent longitudinal modes
of a single cavity. A locking accuracy of < 2.5 x 10-5 linewidths was achieved, an
amazing feat that has not yet been matched. A corresponding linewidth of 50 mHz
for each source was measured, which has not been beaten either. The relevance of
locking accuracy can be seen from the results of locking two lasers to one cavity. The
record Allan variance that Hall achieved (8x 10-17) was only possible once all (slow)
lock-point shifting effects had been removed. Hence these effects are important for
any system needing stability in the 1-10 000 second region. This is the case for a
narrow linewidth laser, as measurement times approaching a minute are needed if
beat notes are to be recorded with high resolution.

Hall's subsequent papers to 1994 reiterate the same lessons [13, 7, 8, 19, 18]. An
exception to this is the work Hall did on active vibration control. An brief analysis
of the expected frequency shift for a cavity in a gravitational field of 19, shows that
'micro-g' control of the cavity's acceleration is needed [19]. He attempted this by
actively controlling the air to a commercial air suspension table (see section 4.2.2).
Although he achieved impressive results, the fact that not all six-degrees of freedom
were controlled meant that vibrational noise still crept into the system. He measured
a sensitivity to tilt of 10 Hz/ .urad, which ultimately prevented him (possibly along
with other effects) from achieving a sub-hertz linewidth laser.

The moRt recent papers we have from Hall in this field discusses transferring
the narrow linewidth of a laser from one place to another [14, 17]. In this work
the optical phase noise that occurs due to fibre delivery is discussed along with a
technique to remove it at the millihertz level. This important paper is beyond the
scope of this report. The technique is analogous, if not identical, to the Doppler
cancellation technique used (though not discussed) by NIST [37].

.

3.2 Ohtsu

..

-

......

Ohtsu's interest in high quality laser stabilisation, and in particular that of Nd:YAG
lasers, lies in the field of gravitational wave detection. Ohtsu has concentrated on
producing a low power master laser with a noise floor close to the design specification
of 10-6 Hz/.JHZ @ 1 kHz. He has, however, also made measurements of absolute
lin(~widths that are of more relevance to our goal.

Work on Rtabilised Nd:YAG lasers started in 1992 [28]. Here a single laser was
stabilised to one reference cavity. A 30 kHz feedback loop to the piezo was imple-
mented with a 3 stage lag-lead servo. The cavity linewidth was measured using the
decay of the cavity beat method [28]. An error signal analysis of this one cavity
system showed a noise floor of ",,1.5 x 10-3 Hz/JHZ for Fourier frequencies in the
1 Hz to 1 kHz range.

By 1994 [26] he had reduced this noise level on the error signal to < 1 X 10-4
Hz/VHz for 10 Hz to 10 kHz which was the shot noise limit. The reduction in noise
was obtained by using a high bandwidth servo actuator (an external electro-optic
modulator) giving a combined unity gain servo frequency of 600 kHz. This gave
over 100 dB of gain at 1 kHz.

Once a good level of laser stabilisation to the cavity had been achieved, he went

..
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on to look at the absolute stability of the laser, by analysing the IIight with a second

c~vity [2:]. Using this method he showed tha~ although belO
! 10 kHz his error

SIgnal noIse was around 1x10-4 Hz/.JHZ the nOIse as observed b the second cavity

was well over 1 Hz/.JHZ for f <10 Hz .To get a good measure f a beat linewidth

he then used two lasers locked to the separate cavities. A beat f under 30 Hz was

observed with a 50 Hz/second drift. He ascribes this drift to a E of temperature control or evacuation of the vacuum chamber. However, high Ii ht levels were used

in the cavity and could have caused some of the drift. The re£ ence cavities were

suspended in the vacuum chambers by 5 wires. There is no menti~n of any additional

vibration isolation. Measurements of the power spectrum of t ~ relative intensity noise showed that high modulation frequencies (>20 MHz) are needed to achieve

the shot-noise-limited sensitivity he requires. This is because I er intensity noise

extends out to these high frequencies, and because his shot noi~e requirements are

.
so strmgent. :

The final paper on this work is from 1995 [20]. The main chfmge from previous

work is the use of a double pendulum cavity suspension inside th ~ vacuum chamber.

Eddy-current (velocity) damping was achieved with 1 Tesla N -Be-Fe permanent

magnets. The advantage (and limitations) of a double pendul m suspension are

explained in section 4.2.2. It is interesting to note that no ve tical isolation was

used except for the optical table on air-legs. Figure 3 in this paper has a rather

beautiful comparison of the spectral density for various levels lof isolation. With

the two cavities not suspended, floating the air table reduces ~ he noise by about

10 dB but only in the 10-200 Hz frequency range. (Which is onsistent with our

accelerometer measurements, figure 4.1, page 38). Hanging the avities via a single

suspension stage reduces the spectral density by a further 10 dB right from 1 Hz to

1 kHz. Adding a double pendulum gives around half an order o~ magnitude further

improvement over this same range. The final result with the ~ouble pendulum is

a spectral density of 7x10-3 Hz/.JHZ @ 1 kHz. Measurements pf a beat linewidth

with 2 lasers locked to the 2 separate cavities showed that th ~ e linewidth had not

been reduced significantly (still 30-50 Hz). This was thought to be due to residual

drift of the cavities because of heating the cavity mirrors, but again the vacuum

chamber was still not temperature controlled in these measure ents.

,

Veda3.3

Ken-ichi Veda of th~ Institute for Laser Sci~~ce (I~S) h~ studie~.th~ stabili~ati?n of
Nd:YAG lasers to hIgh finesse reference cavItIes WIth a VIew to b~lldmg gravItatIonal
wave detector. Not only has he worked on building a quiet m~ter oscillator, but
also on high power slave lasers. The latter will be required t

t ' reach the desired

shot-noise limited sensitivity needed for detection of gravitation waves.

The first paper we have from this group is in 1992 with the tabilisation of two
lasers to a single reference cavity [32]. A beat linewidth of 193 mHz was achieved.
From the error signal of each laser a lock noise of 1""0.1 1 x 10-2 Hz/VHZ was measured.
His other paper of 1992 reported the same results along with d~sign considerations

for high power Nd:YAGs [33]. l
Veda went on to look at the system of two lasers and two independent reference
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cavities [31]. A beat linewidth of 16 Hz was reported between the two systems which
were not suspended. The only vibration isolation that appears to be present is the
optical table which is not described. At this stage the error signal at the cavity was
reduced to the shot noise of 3.7x10-4 Hz/VR"Z using 4 mW of light incident on the

cavity.
Veda realised that the 16 Hz beat was likely to be due to the cavity, and inves-

tigates this in more detail in his 1994 paper [35]. In this paper, short term drift of
a beat between two systems was ascribed to heating of the mirror coatings of the
cavity because the drift rate decreased the longer the laser had been locked to the
cavity. Long term drifts were seen due to the cavity not being temperature con-
trolled. An attempt to quantify the effect of vibrations to the cavity was made by
placing it on a platform that could be vibrated with piezo actuators. A linear sen-
sitivity of 3.4 (mHz/VR"Z)/nrad (for a modulation frequency of 5 Hz) was observed
although there is no link with this number and the observed linewidth of 16 Hz. (cf
Hall measured a sensitivity of 10 Hz/ J1,rad for his whole system [18]).

The goal of Vdea's research is to build a gravity wave antenna with a sensitivity
of around 10-7 Hz/VR"Z at Fourier frequencies of 100-1000 Hz. To achieve this
shot noise requires relatively high incident power on the cavity. His paper in 1994
discussed the accurate measurement of absorption in mirrors [34] and on his visit to
NPL he discussed trying to manufacture mirrors in Japan with world beating low
loss.

Our most recent paper from Veda's group is from 1997 [30]. Here steps are
taken to actually produce a high power (2 W) and low noise source. To reduce
the cavity noise at around 1 kHz a double-suspension system was used. In order
to reduce the error signal noise to these very low levels, an extra-cavity EOM was
needed to give the necessary bandwidth of 1 MHz. In his visit to NPL in 1998, Veda
indicated that he would no longer be working in this field, although obviously the
gravitational wave antenna work is still on going. The final results of this work are
very comparable to that of Ohtsu. From the acknowledgements in the latest Veda's
papers it appears that a collaboration may have taken place, where Ohtsu's lasers
were used in Veda's work.

.-

.

3.4

...

The contents of Day's thesis and the paper he co-authored with Byer describe the
stabilisation of an Nd:YAG laser to a single high finesse (order 20 000) cavity. Initial
work analysed the closed loop error signal to assess the system performance which
was limited by detection noise problems to around 2 Hz. This was verified by
using two lasers locked to one cavity and monitoring the beat. This linewidth was
reduced to 330 mHz by increasing the laser power into the cavity to 40 m W from
2 m W, thus increasing the signal-to-noise of the discriminator. The observed beat
linewidth was limited by variations in the cavity used. This was proved by reducing
the discriminator linewidth from 200 kHz to 50 kHz (by increasing the cavity length)
with no observed improvement in system performance [75, 63]. The very high input
power levels to the cavity were offset by the fact the cavity had a relatively low
finesse. The fact that the Allan variance of this work is flat for time scales between

...
~

..
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0.4 and 2 seconds [74] indicates that the mirror heating effects fere not as severe as
for Ohtsu [20] and Ueda [31]. Additional improvement came att from including an
AOM in addition to an optical isolator for feedback isolation. i

I

A two stage integration servo was used, giving 12 dB / octat at low frequencies reducing to 6 dB/octave at unity gain (rv 60-100 kHz) by a Ie stage (high pass

filter). A second lead stage was incorporated when using the I w linewidth cavity
to correct for the roll off of response due to the cavity decay ti e. Gains of 120 dB
at low frequencies were obtained. I

His work also includes a careful assessment of the free run ing performance of
a Nd:YAG laser at various Fourier frequencies, showing it to e Shawlow-Townes
limited above 100 kHz.

The performance of the system described seemed to be d e to using a poor
reference cavity, giving reduced stability performance even fo two lasers locked
to the same cavity. This work does not address absolute stab lity issues, such as
vibration or heating of the cavity mirrors. !

3.5 NIST

The work from NIST on narrow linewidth lasers has led the ~eld on and off for

several years. However a relatively small number of papers h~ve been published

[76, 37, 38]. The goal of the NIST group, like ourselves, is th
[ development of a laser with sub-hertz absolute linewidth. Their aim is the constr ction of an optical

frequency standard based on a single mercury ion [37]. The orig nal published work

[37] will be discussed first, followed by more recent results presen ed at 1998's CPEM

conference [38] and in a private communication [119]. :.

Set-up circa 1994

.

The following is based solely on reference [37], The system is b~ed on a frequency
doubled dye laser. The system is composed of one laser and tjo cavities with the
laser output locked to each of them. The dye laser is pre-stabilised to below 1 kHz
using a finesse 800 scanning cavity and a 2 MHz PZT + EOM servo bandwidth. The
output is then split into two parts and sent via fibre optics to the two cavities, The
light is post-stabilised at the cavities via acousto-optics, so fibre 'nduced noise is not
a concern. In early work both cavities were made of Zerodur and e around 300 mm
long giving a free-spectral range of 500 MHz -which is usef as any necessary
frequency offsets can be achieved via AOMs, Each cavity was uspended by short
wires (natural frequency 1.4 Hz) inside the vacuum chamber, Th chamber itself was
sat on a Vee-block via Viton strips. A doubled passed AOM is ~ ed with a 100 kHz

servo bandwidth to get a tight lock, the slow drift of the error signal going to the

laser cavity, The light inside the cavity is controlled by monitor'ng the input power
and feeding back to the AOM, Acoustic enclosures surround th vacuum chambers
to reduce acoustic perturbations. i

At the time of publication one cavity was fixed rigidly to a ta~ le sat in a sandbox
and the other suspended from the ceiling via 3 m long latex tu es. The suspended
table gives good vertical isolation compared to the rigidly mount d table. The height
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Figure 3.1: NIST Optical Layout
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of the table is slowly servoed via a heater wrapped around the l4tex, monitored via
proximity sensors. The problems of inadequate active controt observed by Hall
[19, 18] are not seen here, since the height and tilt are servoed lonly slowly on the
("V 100 second timescale. The 0.3 Hz resonance of the pendulum i~ damped by 2 dabs

of grease. :
The light is sent t<1> the ion trap from the sandbox table in ~ee space. Another

ADM is used to step the laser frequency via a synthesiser and remove cavity drift.
via a swept synthesiser. The light. is then frequency doubled ~d sent. to the ion
trap. Doppler shifts between the trap and cavity tables are rem~ved. A portion of
the beam is picked off near the ion trap, offset by an ADM a~d sent over to the
cavity and back again. A homo dyne beat is detected and half thb frequency sent to
the drift compensation ADM (see also the work of Hall [17, 14])j

A 30 Hz beat was achieved which was thought to be limit d by the sandbox
table mounted cavity. The paper suggests that vibration is the ominant effect on
the cavity, floor resonances being seen in the beat. The effects 0 vertical vibration
was shown by driving a noise via a loudspeaker on the table. Hor.zontal motion was
small due to the wire suspension, but vertical motion was large ue to the lack of a
spring. This lead them to mount one cavity on the latex platfor~.

Latest results

A number of modifications to the system have been made, giving alsub-hertz linewidth
beat [38, 119]. The most major of these is to suspend the sand-pox mounted table
on latex supports in an similar way to their other cavity. This r duced the beat to
8 Hz [38]. The next major improvement was to replace the Ze odur cavities with
ULE. This reduced the beat to 0.84 Hz, measured with a 40 seco integration time.
This change also reduced the drift rate of the beat to 0.1 Hz/se from 1.2 Hz/sec.
The reason for the change to ULE was that it had been observe with the Zerodur
cavity that the beat was narrow, but jumped around on the sec nd timescale.

A power dependent frequencies shift of 1 Hz/ JlW has bee~ measured and a
low(ish) incident power of 100 JlW is used on the cavity. The utput power from
the cavity is controlled to 0.1%, which suggests laser power nois contributes about
0.1 Hz to the observed beat linewidth. Inside the vacuum chamb r the cavities now
sit on 4 Viton pads. This is to remove any beam pointing issue which were prob-
lematic when the cavities were suspended by thin wires in the vac um chamber. The
Viton pads did not reduce the thermal isolation of the cavity fr°t its environment.
Both cavities are of an American football shape, the idea being t increase the reso-
nant frequency of bending modes of the bar, although it is not 0 ,vious whether this
played a major role in achieving the reduced linewidth. i

It is not known what limits the lase~ linewidth at. this (~ow) level. An under-
standing may be forthcomming when thIs latest work IS pubhsh~d.
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This chapter discusses the various perturbing effects to a refer1 nce cavity. An at-
tempt is made to quantify these effects, where possible, to allow he design of a laser

system capable of exhibiting a linewidth in the hertz region. j
I

The chapter begins with effects of temperature and pressure c anges to the cavity
resonance frequency, including a discussion of the choice of cavi materials.

The next section discusses the subject of vibration. For some t e the importance
of vibration on the reference cavity has been appreciated as an ffect limiting laser
linewidth, at about the 10D-1000 Hz level. This section inclu es: characterising
the magnitude of the vibration problem and a discussion of ibration reduction

techniques.
The third section introduces the less well known limitations to laser linewidth.

These are a collection of related effects to do with intra-cavity ower stability and
beam pointing. The changes of light power within the cavity c effect its length.
These changes can come from either amplitude noise on the lase, or beam pointing
issues. These issues have an important bearing on exactly how he vibration isola-
tion system is to work. In trying to achieve a narrow linewidth many groups have
attempted to isolate only the laser cavity from vibration (for e ample by hanging
it from wires within the vacuum chamber). This unfortunatel introduces rather
poor beam pointing stability, and consequent intra-cavity powe variability due to
slight variations in mode-matching efficiency. It is believed that these effects limit
the linewidth at the 10-100 Hz level if they are not dealt with. To achieve stable
intra-cavity power and good beam pointing stability to the cavit , it is much better
to rigidly fix the laser and cavity relative to each other. This is pe haps only the first
step, and it is probably also necessary to actively stabilise the ntra-cavity power.
It would also be wise to use as little laser power as possible to stabilise the laser
(bearing in mind the shot noise limit). Fixing the laser and cav ty relative to each
other does however have ramifications to the vibration isolation ystem. To achieve
vibration isolation for the cavity, it is now necessary to isolate t e entire system. t

tIsolation of the entire system is perhaps an overstatement, as it sho4ld be possible to use

optical fibres to connect the laser to the isolation platform. However, O ~ ical fibres introduce frequency noise at the kilohertz level [14]. This problem with optical fibr should not however

limit the system, as the fibres would only be used to transfer the 'unstabilise ' light around. There

are two possibilities. If the frequency actuators (say AOM's) are on the isolation system, the

noise introduced by the fibre is just servoed away with the rest of the intri sic laser noise. If the
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The final section of this chapter discusses other issues which effect the overall
laser system. These are: frequency modulation considerations, optical feedback and
the birefrigence of the cavity mirrors.

cavity

The work contained in this report concerns the locking a laser to a Fabry-Perot
etalon. The etalon has length L, free-spectral range VFSR, having equal loss less
mirror reflectivities R, linewidth L).vc and finesse F. These parameters are related
by the following relationships:

c

2£
7rVR

l-R
VFSR

:F

VFSR (4.1)
-

:F -
(4.2)

7r
~

l-R
~lIc (4.3)

-

.....

The choice of material used to make the spacer of the cavity is critical. It
is essential that the material has a low coefficient of thermal expansion, so that
temperature fluctuations do not effect the laser frequency. For a room temperature
system there are two possible materials, ULE or Zerodur. ULE is the preferred
choice (see the NIST case study). The cavity is contained within a vacuum chamber
to eliminate pressure effects, and equally importantly to help with temperature
control. The outside of the chamber is temperature controlled to 1-10 mK.

Another material with very low thermal expansion is sapphire when used at 2-
3 K. This type of cryogenic system is a good method to get excellent medium to
long term stability. However as mentioned in the introduction it is likely that the
difficulties introduced by the cryogenic environment will make it very difficult to
achieve a narrow linewidth from such a system.

Length changes in the cavity cause frequency changes of the laser locked to the
cavity according to the formula:

2l/FSR~L
>.

~LlIO
L

.

(4.4)All = -
m
uLLI

In the examples given in this chapter a cylindrical ULE cavity of length L = 0.1 m

and diameter 50 mm is assumed. The mirrors are assumed to be 5 mm thick and
10 mm radius, with a finesse of F=100 000. The wavelength is >.. = 1 J1,m, the free
spectral range is lIPSR = 1500 MHz.

...
frequency actuator (say piezo mirror) is on the laser, the fibre still poses no problem, as the noise
source is within the servo loop and is again controlled. In both cases however, it is important to
realise that the narrow linewidth light exists only after both the fibre and the actuator (ie at the
cavity); any pick off for an experiment must be made here.

..I.I.
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ULE vs Zerodur

Zerodur is a mixed phase glass-ceramic made by Schott[105]. ULE is a true glass
formed of SiO2 and TiO2, and is made by Corning[104].. Both materials have very
low thermal expansion coefficients of about Q"-' 10-8K-l.

Since both materials are glassy rather than crystalline solids, they both exhibit
the phenomenon of "creep" -a slow long term change in dimensions. Zerodur has
a typical creep rate [13] of L\Lj L = 2 -4 X 10-15 s-l. ULE has a smaller creep
rate [1.19, 13] of L\Lj L = 0.2 -0.5 x 10-15 S-I. An important issue here is the
predictability of the drift rate, as this puts an upper limit on the locking cycle time
in a frequency standard. Hall [13] estimates a frequency predictability of roughly
100 better than the total drift in a particular time period.

Once machined, th~ spacer is acid etched. This (unpublished) process, performed
by REO, allegedly relieves micro-stresses in the material's surface.

The real advantage of ULE lies in the nature of the creep. ULE seems to creep in
a smooth fashion, whereas Zerodur makes small random jumps in length every few
seconds [119]. This random jumping of the Zerodur limits the achievable linewidth
at about 10 Hz. This discovery by the NIST group has allowed them to achieve
a real laser linewidth of less than 0.8 Hz. This is the narrowest laser linewidth to
date. It is for this reason that we are using ULE in our work.

ULE glass properties [104]

.Youngs Modulus E = 67 GPa

.Poisson Ratio = 0.17

.Density = 2200 kg m-3

.Coefficient of thermal expansion (specification) Q: = 0.00 :i:Q.03 X 10-6 K-l

(5° to 35°C)
.Coefficient of thermal expansion (for calculations) Q: = 1 X 10-8 K'-'l

Temperature control

Temperature control of the cavity is an important issue, and considerable care needs
to be taken to achieve a good result.

Temperature affects the length of the cavity according to the formula

aLLlTt!J.L

Therefore for the cavity mentioned above, a temperature variation of AT = 1 mK
gives a frequency shift of All = 3 kHz. This is a very serious shift if one wants to
obtain a laser linewidth of '"'"' 1 Hz.

Fortunately the effects of temperature changes to the cavity are moderated
slightly. The cavity is contained in a vacuum chamber, and so has excellent insula-
tion from the outside world. This means that the time constant for a temperature
change can be very long, say 24 hours [37], which provides a natural smoothing
of temperature fluctuations. The suppression of the amplitude of the temperature

fluctuations is roughly:

1

~Tin """'-
~TmLt iT
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where Tin and Tout are the inside and outside temperatures, 'T is the time constant
and f is the frequency of the fluctuations. Thus for a time constant of 'T = 24 hours,

a temperature fluctuation on the 10 second timescale is suppressed by a factor of
10 000. What is still very important is the long term temperature stability, since
for a slow temperature variations, say between day and night, there is hardly any
time constant suppression. In practice one does see a component that follows the
temperature change more quickly [19], which may be due to radiative rather than
conductive heating.

Say a temperature variation of 1 mK occurs over a 12 hour period, and ignoring
any time constant suppression, a frequency drift of 0.07 Hz S-l occurs. This size
of (random) drift should not be too difficult to cope with. The ideal aim here is to
reduce this random temperature drift, to a small fraction of the cavity creep rate.
As already mentioned this creep rate is something like 0.15 Hz S-l, though it is
predictable to something like 0.0015 Hz S-l.

...

Pressure Fluctuations

.

Provided that the cavity is under some sort of acceptable vacuum, pressure fluc-
tuations are not nearly as serious as temperature fluctuations. Pressure effects the
frequency of the laser locked to the cavity as follows: A change in the optical length
of the cavity nL, occurs because of changes in the refractive index, n, of the gas
inside the cavity (ie d(nL)jdp = L dnjdp). The change of refractive index with

pressure is [37] roughly

....

dn = 3 X 10-9 Pa-l
dp

Therefore, combining this stuff with equation 4.4 gives

(4.7)

..

~v = (3 X 10-9 Pa-l )VO~p ( 4.8)

...

Changes in pressure can occur because of a change in temperature (assume it is
an ideal gas). For a pressure of p = 10-5 mbar = 10-3 Pa, at room temperature
T = 293 K, a temperature fluctuation of AT=1 mK implies a pressure fluctuation
of Ap = 3 X 10-9 Pa. The frequency shift due to this pressure fluctuation is only
Av=3 mHz. (cf the 3 kHz shift caused by the same temperature change directly
effecting the length).

The second (fundamental) way in which change in pressure occurs is just a sta-
tistical number fluctuation. So if in a particular volume there are N gas atoms, the
rms fluctuation in the number is ~ which will give a fluctuation in the pressure.
Assuming that the laser beam is 2 mm diameter, then the volume of gas is approx-
imately 3x 10-7 m3. Assuming room temperature, and a pressure of p = 10-3 Pa,
this gives a pressure fluctuation of Ap = 3 X 10-9 Pa, ie again Av =3 mHz.

...

.1

.
Vi bration4.2

.
Low frequency components of the spectral density have a bigger influence on laser
linewidth than high frequency components. It is this fact that leads to concern ~

Il:.;I
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about the effect of seismic noise on the reference cavity, and consequent attempts
at vibration isolation. It is reasonable to expect that ground vibration in the range
say 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz are most important in achieving a narrow linewidth laser.

Seismic noise

4.2.1

The spectrum of seismic noise is very dependent on site location and
time. Below 50 mHz, the main source of noise is atmospheric pres-
sure fluctuations caused by wind turbulence and infrasonic waves. From
50 mHz to 500 mHz, the main source of noise is ocean waves generating
surface and body waves in the earth's crust at coastal areas, with most
of the energy coming from coastlines in the vicinity of large storms. In
this frequency range, there are two dominant features, one at roughly
60-90 mHz, corresponding to the fundamental ocean wave frequency.
Another is at twice the fundamental (120-160 mHz), coming from the
interaction of the reflected and incoming ocean waves, known as the mi-
croseismic peak. Above 500 mHz, along with oceanic and coastal body
waves, the main sources of noise are local, such as wind blown vegetation
and human activity.

-D.B. Newall et.al. [61]

Above 0.5 Hz the spectral density for acceleration can be approximated by
whit (ish) noise. Typical measured values in a "quite place" [49, 46, 48, 61] are in
the range .Js: ~ 10-7 -t 5 X 10-6 ms-2 / -./Hz. For the microseismic peak "typ-
ical amplitudes are in the range 1 fJ,m-10 fJ,m with a spectral width of 0.1 Hz
FWHM." [49]. "The actual frequency [of microtremor] varies from place to place
and is not isotropic. It is relatively broadband and attenuation lengths are several
hundred kilometers" [47]. Further the numbers quoted for both terms "are represen-
tative values only, and vary considerably with weather conditions, e.g. wind velocity
and swell height respectively." [49]

Measurements of the vibration levels in room 39, building 3 at the NPL have been
made. The results of these measurements are shown in figure 4.1. The measured

acceleration rms root spectral density JB:m, of vibration on the lab floor is over
an order of magnitude bigger than the largest number quoted in the literature. This
is not that surprising since their measurements are at a "typical remote site" rather
than in a busy city.

Though the measured acceleration spectrum is not completely 'white', for the
purposes of calculation it is reasonable to approximate it by:

JSa(f) ~ 4 X 10-5 ms-2/~ (4.9)
JB:m ~ 6 x 10-6 ~. ~! (4.10)

7 ms-l/~
2

1 x 10r-6 ~12 m/JR:;: (4.11~ ,...,

where JB:m- and ~U) are the root spectral density for velocity and displacement

respectivly.
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Vibration levels in room 39, building 3 at the NPLFigure 4.1
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Figure 4.2: Comparison with NIST data -vertical velocity

The measurements also show the vibration on the surface of an air suspended
optical table. From this data it can be seen that the table begins to provide mea-
surable isolation above about 3 Hz. The vibration level is in fact at the noise floor
of the detector up to about 40 Hz, so it is impossible to say h.ow much, isolation
is being provided up to this frequency. In theory a table like this should provide
seismic isolation oc 1/ f2 above its resonant frequency (which preliminary measure-
ments indicate is about 2.5 Hz). The higher frequency data U ~ 50 Hz) does not
show this kind of behavior, and is in fact far worse than this simple theory predicts.
It is probable that most of the reduced performance is due to internal resonances
of the table (see section 4.2.2), and possible that acoustic noise causes some of the

degradation.
Vibration levels of the labs at NIST have kindly been supplied by Jim Bergquist

[120]. His data is of velocity root spectral density, which suggests it was taken with
a seismometer. This data is shown in figure 4.2, plotted with data taken from our
lab for comparison. It shows in the 15-80 Hz region, the vibration levels at NIST are
similar to those measured here. However at low frequencies the NIST data shows a
rapid falloff in amplitude. It is suspected that this is not a real effect, but is rather
roll-off in the detector response.

4.2.2 Vibration isolation

Simple theory of passive isolation

Vibration isolation in vertical and horizontal directions can be provided by springs
and pendulums respectively. For a single stage of vibration isolation the transmis-
sibility T is (see for example [84, 83]):

(4.12)
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Figure 4.3: Transmissibility of a single degree of freedom velocity damped system

where UJo is the resonant frequency and 'Y is the damping factor.. ('Y > 1 overdamped,
'Y = 1 critical damping, 'Y < 1 underdamped). A plot of the transmissibility for

various damping factors is shown in figure 4.3. In practice the damping factors tend
to be quite small.

Vibration isolation is provided only above the resonant frequency of the system:

2
10
1

T~ for 1 » 10 (4.13)

therefore to provide vibration isolation at low frequencies it is necessary to make
the resonant frequency as low as possible. The resonant frequency is given by:

1 {if
10 = 2;V 1 for a pendulum (4.14)

-2~t
For a 3 m long pendulum (like the NIST system [37]), the resonant frequency is
0.3 Hz. The reason for this choice of length is probably that this is the height of the
ceiling. It is not practical to increase the length of the pendulum much beyond 3 m,
and the improvement only goes like Z-1/2, therefore 0.3 Hz represents the practical
limit to a simple pendulum resonant frequency.

The equation for the resonant frequency of the spring can be written in a much
more revealing form by relating it to the static extension of the spring bl. Since the
static restoring forces is kbZ = mg, the resonant frequency is

1 [g

-2;V 8l

fa for a spring (4.15)

10 (4.16)for a spring
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Thus to get a low resonant frequency in a spring system it is necessary to have
a large static extension. For example, a spring with aIm static extension has a
resonant frequency of 0.5 Hz. This extension could be achived by stretching out a
2 m rubber band, to give a 3 m total length. This resonant frequency is pretty much
the lower limit for a simple spring.

Another way to look at the equation for the spring system is to write it in terms
of material properties. For a stretched wire type of spring k = AE / 1, where A is the
cross sectional area and E is Youngs modulus. The necessary cross sectional area
of the spring is determined by the strength of the material and the weight of the
load, ie 0" = mg / A, where 0" is the strength of the material. Putting the equations

together gives

(4.17:for a spring

To make a spring with low resonant frequency it is necessary to find materials with
small (E / u), i. e. very stretchy for a given strength. The properties of materials are
catalogued in this way in reference [85], which show that the elastomers have the
best performance, with soft butyl rubber perhaps being the best of these.

Damping

In vibration isolation systems it is important to have damping, to avoid significant
amplification of the motion at the resonant frequency.

In equation 4.12 it is tacitly assumed that velocity dependent (viscous) damping
is used. This is attractive since velocity damping does not degrade the high frequency
performance of the system (and also because the problem simple to solve). Eddy
current damping provides an excellent approximation to velocity damping and has
been used in several systems [20, 51]. It does however require rather large magnets
( '"'-' 1 T) to make it effective, which may not be desirable in a frequency standard

application. Jim Berquist at NIST suggests that a small dab of grease, can provide
very effective damping without affecting the high frequency performance [37].

It is also possible, though rather difficult, to analyse a friction (Coulomb) damped
system [91, 83]. The problem with this type of damping is for low amplitude exci-
tation, a 'slip-stick' motion occurs which limits the performance of the system.

Internal resonances

A limit to high frequency vibration isolation is caused by internal resonances of the
isolation structure or the object itself [85, 52, 45]. At low frequencies the trans-
missibility is given correctly by the simple theory, equation 4.12, but once the first
internal resonance is reached, the isolation does not improve any more. Typically
the first internal resonance occurs somewhere in the acoustic frequency range, a few
hundred hertz sayt.

t A 1200 x 2400 x 305 mm Newport table has a first resonant frequency of 160 Hz [121]
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m2g
12

Figure 4.4: Illustration of negative k concept
The 'ordinary' pendulum 1, has a spring constant k1 = mlg/ll' It is connected by a rigid rod to the

upside down pendulum 2, which has a spring constant k2 = -m2g/12. Together the total system
has a spring constant k = mlg/4 -m2g/12. With appropriate choices of masses and pendulums k

can be very small, so giving a system with very low resonant frequency.

Multi-stage isolation

A multiple stage isolation system can be used to improve performance at high fre-
quency. For an n-stage system the transmissibility is (see for example [45, 46]):

2n
10,1T for 1 » 10 (4.18)

In such a system the resonant frequency, fo, is roughly equal to the resonant fre-
quency of an individual component, and so multistage isolation does not improve
the low frequency performance. Multiple stage isolation systems are very common
in gravity wave detector work, where large isolation at high(ish) frequencies, say
"'-' 1kHz, is required. Their relevance for narrow linewidth lasers is far less obvious

however, since it is low frequency vibrations which are most troublesome in this
application. A double pendulum design has been used in some of Ohtsu's work [20].

Negative k systems

The idea in a "negative k" system is to balance the action of two springs or two
pendulums, so as to produce a net system which effectively has a very small spring
constant. This idea is illustrated in figure 4.4.

A number of devices have been developed: 1-D pendulums [55, 56, 60], 2-D pen-
dulums [59] and spring system [35]. The 2-D pendulum [59] has achieved impressive
results with resonant frequencies of less than 50 mHz for both x and y motions.
Though as the authors point out this is still a prototype device, and is not currently
suitable for suspending further structures.

A commercial version of a negative k system has been developed [122], though its
performance is no better than the long spring/pendulum system described earlier.

Active vibration isolation

Active vibration isolation is to many people the ultimate method for extending the
low frequency isolation capabilities of a system. It is however formidably difficult.
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Single degree of freedom systems were demonstrated many years ago [87, 88,
89]. However such systems are of little use in a practical device because "a non-
isolated degree of freedom reintroduces the seismic noise even if the other degrees
of freedom are isolated" [46]. This fact is graphically illustrated by a servo system
developed by J. L. Hall [7, 19], who did a vertical servo on a 4x8 foot optical table
by controlling the feed/exhaust of the airlegs. Unfortunately the table did not have
a very effective tilt servo and so began rocking at about 0.16 Hz, the known centre
of the microseismic band. This caused an excursion of about 10 Hz in the beat
between two independent laser systems.

A six degree of freedom system has only recently been demonstrated (1997) [61].
In this system isolation begins at 0.1 Hz and reaches a factor of 100 at 1 Hz. The
servo system, and many of the problems associated with active vibration isolation
are discussed in detail in reference [48].

Commercial systems do exist [123], though their performance is inferior to the
research systems mentioned above. In fact they are slightly worse than the long
spring/pendulum mentioned earlier.

Conclusion

In terms of good performance at a reasonable cost, hanging a table off the ceiling on
rubber bands gives the best solution. A system like this, with a 3 m long pendulum
mentioned in the examples, will have resonant frequencies below 0.5 Hz. This is at.
least as good as if not better than commercial negative k and active systems, and
it is much cheaper. It is far superior to an optical table on air legs.

In terms of ultimate performance a 'home made' negative k or active system
would be the best. It would however take a long time to develop, and would be
extremely difficult and costly.
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4.2.3
Hall [7, 19] has attempted to calculate the effect of vibration on the cavity. His
idea goes like this: consider the cavity stood on its end and shrinking under its on
weight. The length change due to this effect is

(4.19)

which gives a shift of about 20 MHz/g. Therefore to get a linewidth of 2 Hz say you
need to reduce the ground acceleration noise to about 0.1 Jl,g. From equation 4.10
you can calculate the rms acceleration in the 0-10 Hz band to be about 100 Jl,g, so
according to Hall a factor of at least 1000 in vibration isolation is needed to get to
2 Hz.

Blair [65] also considers a similar situation. The cavity is held vertically, but
suspended from its centre. He suggests that this will provided some rejection of
changes in length caused by vertical acceleration.

Neither Hall or Blair's theories account properly for the spectrum of acceleration
noise that is present. This next section makes some attempt to address this issue.

Longitudinal motion

Length changes of the reference cavity result in frequency changes of the laser locked
to it. Thus longitudinal vibration of the bar is extremely undesirable, since it leads
to linewidth broadening of the laser.

Now consider the (slightly unusual) case of a cavity stood vertically on the floor.
The vibration of the floor do sin((A.)t) will induce a movement D sin((A.)t + </J) on the
top of the cavity. The amplitude of the differential motion of the ends of the cavity
is AL = D -d (where have assumed that </J ~ 0, which is true for f « resonant

frequency of cavity). Now the two amplitudes of the motion are related to each
other by the transmissibility (which is the same equation as the transmissibility of
a pendulum):

wiD
T (4.20)d J((;.)f -(;.)2)2 + 4,2(JJf(JJ2

where, is the damping factor, and 11 = (;.)1/27r is the first resonant frequency for
longitudinal motion of the cavity. After making the approximation that 1 « 11 and
doing some algebra find that

2 12~L = d(l -2'1 )fl (4.21)

It is probably reasonable to assume that the damping is quite small, i.e~ "Y« 1, so
can simplify this equation a bit more.

12~L = dfl (4.22)

At first sight it appears that this equation 'blows up' at high frequencies, which
would lead to an infinite linewidth. This is ignoring the fact that the amplitude
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of the floor displacement, d, is a function of frequency. Measurements of the floor
displacement are in terms of spectral density (equation 4.11), so at this point it is
appropriate to recast equation 4.22 in terms of spectral density:

...

/2
~=fl~ (4.23)

.

In fact you can recast equation 4.4, in terms of spectral density as well, to give

.

r;;- lID r;;- lIof2 r;;-
ySv= yySAL= LfiySd

.

(4.24)

...

Now .JSd cx 1/ f2 (see equation 4.11), so equation 4.24 does not diverge and a finite
linewidth is predicted.

The final piece of information needed is the resonant frequency for longitudinal
motion of the bar, fl' For an elastic bar with constant area cross section [83] the
resonant frequencies are:

..

where 11, = 1,2,3,

.

(4.25)

...........

where L is the length of the bar, E is Youngs modulus and p is the density of the
material. For the standard ULE spacer of section 4.1, a bar of length 0.1 m has
fundamental longitudinal resonant frequency of 11 = 27.5 kHz.

Putting this information together predicts a spectral density of $v = 6.3 Hz/.JHz.
Using equation 2.10, this gives a linewidth of ~v = 124 Hz. This number seems
quite reasonable for an estimate of the linewidth due to vibration (i. e. is is similar
to other reported linewidths).

There are however some problems. First, the cavity is stood on its end, rather
that laying on its side as in the real case. Hall [7] guesses at a factor of 100 suppres-
sion in spectral density for this effect, which would give a linewidth of ~v = 0.01 Hz.
Even if the suppression factor is less that this, say only a factor of 10, the linewidth
it predicts is still uncomfortably small.

It is reasonable to expect that horizontal motion couples into the cavity, as
predicted (more or less) by the theory. We have made no measurements of horizontal
motion at this stage, but data from NIST suggests that the horizontal velocity
is a factor of 10 less than the vertical motion. This would give a linewidth of
~v = 1.2 Hz. This number is a bit small.

Veitch [52] treats a similar problem to this, to do with a resonant bar gravitational
antenna. This paper is very hard to understand, but he seems to be talking about
how vertical vibration couples into horizontal motion of a bar. It is not completely
clear to me how to apply this work to our situation.

Another question area in the theory presented here relates to equation 4.20. This
is the transmissibility of an oscillator (in this case the spacer material) with viscous
damping. It is not known whether viscous or structural damping is the appropriate
model materials like ULE. (See reference in Blairs paper [65]).
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Bending motion

A detailed theory of how bending motion contributes to length changes of the cavity
does not exist. It is reasonable to expect that an effect exists at some levels though.
What can be said is that if bending does contribute to frequency shifts of the cavity,
then making the resonant frequency of the first bending mode higher will reduce the
effect.

The frequencies of the ~ending modes of the motion [83] are given by:

in ( 4.26)
n27r fEY

WVPA
where p, is the density of the material and I is the second moment of area. From
[86] the second moment of area I, for a cylinder is:

7rr4

4

1=

(4.27)

where r is the radius of the bar.
For the standard ULE cavity, this gives a first bending mode of frequency of

10 kHz. Note the 1/ L2 dependence though -a 0.3 m cavity (like the NIST cavities)
has a first resonant frequency of only 1.2 kHz.

Because of the lack of a theory about how bending effects the frequency, it is
difficult to assess its importance. However, NIST (based on some research at the
VIRGO gravity wave detector [no reference unfortunately]) have recently invested
in an American football shaped cavity. The idea of this is to increase the frequency
of the first bending mode. Brent Young [119] at NIST, did not seem to think this
had contributed significantly to the recent success of this work though.

Intra-cavity power

A typical cavity used in a stabilised laser application may have a finesse of :F =
100 000. If say 1 m W of light power is incident on the cavity, then the intra cavity
power is 100 W ! The radiation pressure of this light can have an effect on the locked
laser frequency, by bending the cavity mirrors and stretching the spacer material.
Bergquist [37] treats these effects in detail. Assuming the cavity of section 4.1, a
1 Ji.W change in incident power causes a frequency shift of 10 mHz due to mirror
bending and 1.5 mHz due to cavity stretching. These shifts are quite small.

Far more significant is tlhe effect of power fluctuations on the dielectric mirror
coatings. "Most of the power is absorbed in the first few layers of the dielectric
stack where the intensity is highest. When the light amplitude fluctuates, there
is a transient response followed by a relaxation to a steady state condition. For a
radiation mode size of 200 j.£m, we have measured a 2 Hz/ j.£W shift of the cavity
resonance...the magnitude bas been measured to be as much as 20 Hz per j.£W." [37].
Schiller [41] has also measurbd a power dependent shift in frequency of 6 Hz/ j.£W. In
light of this fact both of these groups are rather sensibly using relative low incident
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powers on the cavities of 100 JlW and 30 JlW respectively. It would probably be
a good idea to use even less power than this, given that the shot noise limited
linewidth could still be extremely small.

Further the NIST group have implemented intracavity power stabilisation, which
is effective to the 0.1% level [119]. This is almost certainly a very good idea for
achieving a 1 Hz linewidth. Only low(ish) 'frequency intensity fluctuations matter,
since the high finesse of the cavity provides averaging at the higher frequencies. This
cut-off frequency f cut is infact equal to half the cavity linewidth. For the standard
cavity considered here fcut = 7.5 kHz.

....

~l/c
2 ( 4.28)

f cut =

.

c--
-4L:F

......

Another related type of effect has been noted by both Ueda [35] and Ohtsu
[20]. Both these groups see instabilities which decrease with increased locking time.
For example 1 hour after switch on Ueda sees frequency fluctuations with standard
deviation of 42 kHz over merely 10 seconds. After 18 hours of operation this has
reduced to about 1.3 kHz over 10 seconds. Ueda suggests "this effect is caused by
the relaxation of a heating effect of the dielectric coatings of the FP cavities by
resonant laser powers" [35]. A significant difference between this work and the quest
for a narrow linewidth does exist though. In their work rather larger powers (1G-
100 m W) are incident on the cavity to achieve the very low shot noise requirements,
consequently the circulating powers are rather bigger.

There are a number of causes of intra cavity intensity fluctuations. Firstly in-
trinsic intensity fluctuations of the laser. Secondly if an optical fibre is used, then
polarisation fluctuations caused by the fibre lead to intensity fluctuations through
subsequent polarising elements in the beam path. Finally beam pointing instability
causing a variation in the modematching to the cavity (see section 4.3.3).

..

4.3.2 Beam Jitter

...

The effect of lateral and angular beam jitter on Fabry-Perot cavity stabilization has
been investigated theoretically by Calloni et al [111].

They derive the expected spectral density which consists of two terms. This for-
mula is only partially repeated here, because the second term is rather complicated
and in practice is negligible:

.

J~n

~.

(4.29)-I-

where E = /ix/wo and ,B = /if)7rWo/ A are lateral and angular beam displacements
terms. ,Bs and Es are static (slowly varying) terms, and .B and f. are root spectral
densities (quickly varying). /ix is the lateral beam displacement, /if) the angular
beam displacement and Wo is the beam waist.

The second term of their equation represents the effect of ' line pulling'. To our

knowledge it is the only proper treatment of this often mentioned effect. Now for
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a high finesse cavity, proviGled the cavity is not close to confocal, this second term
is negligible. This is because of the c/:J:2 term. Even though the speed of light c is
big, the high finesse of a modern cavity F = 100 000 suppresses this term by about
a factor of about 100 relative to the first term. This statement must be qualified
though. The full formula contains a factor to do with off axis modes. For a confocal
cavity this factor 'blows up', i.e. tends to infinity. This condition should therefore
be avoided. For a 'typical' davity this factor is about 1. For a carefully chosen cavity
this off axis mode factor can infact be made very small. The point is that this very
careful choice of cavity length and mirror curvature is not really necessary (provided
to confocal condition is avoided).

The first term is not that easy to interpret. It may be effectively 'seeing a
different length of cavity' because of misalignment. Even though this is a second
order effect it dominates for the reasons just described.

It is possible to estimate the size of the effect. In the paper [111] they suggest
"static misalignment of Es ~ ,Bs ~ 0.16, which corresponds to 95% of light coupled
into the fundamental mod~". Though it is almost certainly possible to initially
align the cavity much better than this, this does not seem unreasonable for the
alignment after the system has 'relaxed' for a few days. The linear jitter has been
measured by Hough [54] for ~ YAG laser, who found tix(100 Hz)/wQ ~ 1 x 10-6/,;H:i,
8x(10 Hz)/wQ ~ 3 X 10-5/JHZ, 8x(1 Hz)/wQ ~ 3 X 10-3/,;H:i. This corresponds

to a root spectral density if JSv(100Hz) = 3 x 10-5Hz/,;H:i, ~(10H;) = 1 x

10-4Hz/,;H:i, JS:(l~ = 1 x 10-3Hz/,;H:i. No measurements are available for
the angular deviation in this frequency range. In terms of making a 1 Hz linewidth,
these sizes of spectral density are not that important. (They would be a worry for
a laser for a gravitational wave detector).

4.3.3 Beampointing and power fluctuations

Before the effect of beam pointing is completely dismissed, there is another way in
which it can effect linewidth. Variation of beam pointing will lead to a variation in
the modematching to the cavity, and a consequent power fluctuation of the circu-
lating power. As already mentioned, power dependent frequency shifts have been
noted by several groups of workers.

It should be possible to completely calculate the effect on modematching effi-
ciency of an angular or lateral displacement. We however do not know how to do
this. Instead to get an idea of what's going on you can extrapolate from some data
in Calloniet.al.[lll]. They suggest that for Es ~ ,Bs ~ 0.16 you get 95% mode-
matching efficiency. Assuming a linear relationship between linear displacement
and modematched power ~ves P = 1 -0.31E. From Houghs data [54] you can
calculate Erms = 2 X 10-3. This value would give a 0.1% variation in modematched
power. This fluctuation th~ugh small is not a completely negligible consideration
for stabilisation at the 1 Hz level.

This type of effect has been recognised by the NIST group: "it may be better to
stabilize the intensity of the light circulating in the resonator by using the transmit-
ted light from the cavity. Tfuis should give a first-order insensitivity of the frequency
of the laser to power fluctuations caused by relative motion between the cavity and
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the injected light beam." [37]

.

Compliance

.........

In catalogues for optical tables it is usual to see graphs for the compliance. The
compliance, C, is equal to the displacement per unit force (i.e. apply a force to a
thing and look how much it moves). For an ideal rigid body C = 1/m(.AJ2, where
m is the mass of the object and (.AJ is the angular frequency of the applied force.
Real bodies follow the ideal law at low frequencies, but at higher frequencies show
resonances, corresponding to bending modes of the object. For a larger optical table
the first resonance may be at 150 Hz say.

It is important to realise that compliance is not telling you anything about the
vibration isolation properties of the system. Compliance information is primarily
about the stiffness of the table, and also about the internal damping of the table.
Compliance tell you about the relative motion on the table, not the overall vibration
level on the table.

The Newport website [121] contains information about how to get beam pointing
stability from compliance data and a knowledge of the floor acceleration. Unfortu-
nately this information is not referenced, and time has proved insufficient to verify
it.

..

Tilt

.

Tilting the reference cavity, even by a very small angle, can have a significant effect.
on the frequency of laser locked to it.

Consider a cavity tipped up by an angle 0 from horizontal. The force acting along
the cavity due to its own weight is mg sin 0, where m, is the mass of the cavity. The
mass can be rewritten in terms of density, to give a force (ALp)gsinO. Now Youngs
modulus is defined as E =(stress)/(strain)=(F/A)/(ilL/L). Thus the frequency
shift of the cavity due to this tilt is

...

~LlIO
L

voF
AEI] ~v= (4.30)-

.

Inserting the numbers for a standard cavity (and using sin (} ~ (} for small angles)
gives a frequency shift of

(4.31 )~1I = 10 Hz/ JLrad

...

This size shift is very similar to that measured by J .L.Hall on his servoed table
[7]. Infact the inadequate tilt servo of this active vibration isolation, was one of the

limiting factors in this work.
The only other explicit measurement of tilt sensitivity is by Veda [35]. The re-

sults here are slightly more difficult to interpret. He drives one end of the cavity up
and down with a piezo actuator, at a frequency of 5 Hz. The measured sensitivity
is VSv = 3.38 mHz/ VHZ/nrad. This must be the noise measured on the spectrum
analyser at 5 Hz (not white noise). To get an idea of the linewidth, use the modu-

lation index fJ = ~~7f = 2.5 rad/ J1,rad @ 5 Hz. So a J1,rad of tilt is giving more

than a 5 Hz linewidth. This suggests the result are consistent.
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4.4 Other issues

4.4.1 Modulation issues

The following considerations were discussed in depth in the paper by Hall [5]. These
issues can seriously effect the observed level of noise, and also the accuracy of which
the discriminator zero-crossing is followed. The latter can lead to frequency excur-
sions on timescales of above I"V 0.1 seconds. This can lead to broadening of a beat
note, or poor performance in an Allan variance.

AM at the detection frequency

Any noise sources occurring on the laser light at the modulation frequency will be
interpreted as FM noise by the servo [75, 5]. Two candidates for this are electrical
pick-up at the modulation frequency by the detector, and residual AM produced
by the modulation technique. The first of these can be observed on ia spectrum
analyser with no light on the detector. The second can be seen by observing AM
level on a photodiode. To avoid AM at the modulation frequency, it is desirable to
decouple the modulation mechanism from the laser itself. One of the most effective
ways of doing this is to use an extra-cavity EOM to provide the modulation side-
bands. However, unless care is taken, an EOM can also give AM at the modulation
frequency. If the EOM is poorly aligned -the polarisation of the light is rotated
at the drive frequency. Polarising elements in the system then convert this rotat-
ing into amplitude modulation. Looking at the photo diode output on a spectrum
analyser allows one to reduce the AM by orders of magnitude by careful alignment
of the EOM. A residual AM of 50 dBc was observed using a Leysop modulator.
The required level of AM appears to be set by the accuracy of the lock requirement
and linewidth of the discriminator. Hence to achieve a 10 mHz lock with a 10 kHz
linewidth requires AM lower than -60 dBc [5] (note Hall achieves -100 dBc). The
effect of misalignment of thr EOM is modulation of the orthogonal polarisation in
the modulator. The same ef!fect can occur due to other orthogonally po1arised back
reflections, which may explain why Hall has an isolator in front of the EOM [5].

Modulation accuracy

The modulation accuracy and stability is also brought into question by Hall- ". .even
order sidebands clearly will lead to a systematic frequency shift of the lock point." [5].
These can be thermally varying and affected by light scattering. This goes to explain
the care with which Hall modulated his EOM (-80 dBc waveform distortion achieved
by using a crystal locked sine-wave source), and demodulated the signal (notch and
synchronous filters to give 50 dB isolation of 2nd and 3rd harmonics and a 7-pole
Chebyschev filter to remove higher harmonics).

This care of modulation is suggested by other groups by using function generators
to drive the EOM, and often notch filters are used to remove the dangerous 2nd
harmonic.
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4.4.2 Optical Isolation

.........

Optical isolation is universally regarded as a problem in stabilising a laser system.
The optical feedback can upset the laser oscillation -but more generally feedback
between components can cause a shift in the lock point. This second effect occurs
because the small counter-propagating beam adds coherently with the main beam
causing a phase shift.

The sensitivity of the laser to feedback depends on the type of laser. It is
generally accepted that 2 mirror cavity lasers (He-Ne or diode) are much more
susceptible than ring cavities (Ti:Sapphire, Nd:YAG or Dye). This is because in a
ring cavity the counter-propagating beam is not oscillating (due usually to a Faraday
rotator and Brewster surfaces in the cavity). As a practical comparison, Ohtsu uses
a single AOM for isolating an Nd:YAG and achieves a reallinewidth of 30 Hz [20, 26],
whereas Hall uses 2 AOMs and two 33dB Faraday isolators for a HeNe system and
reports that shifts due to optical feedback are well below 1 Hz[5]. So the difference
in the level of isolation is clear, although it may be questioned whether Ohtsu does
not have a slight feedback problem.

The effect of feedback between optical components is often referred to as an
etalon effect. The weak reflection interferes with the main beam to form an inter-
ference pattern background to the main signal. As this etalon is air spaced and
unstable, the background (and therefore the lock point) is shifted. It is easy to
quantify this. If the width of the cavity resonance is 10 kHz and one requires a lock-
ing accuracy of 10 mHz, all feedback beams must be reduced by 106 in amplitude or
120 dB intensity. Slight misalignment of optical components may give most of this
factor, but as an example Hall uses an isolating AOM after the cavity in front of
the detector [5, 3]as it was found that light reflected from the detector increased the
background noise by 20-30 dB. The problems of etalon effects are especially impor-
tant if it is not possible to misalign the components. An example of this is the use
of a fibre optic cable. For a plane-plane cleaved fibre, the ends must necessarily be
parallel to the laser and reference cavity. It is therefore important to make sure any
fibre optic has very low back reflections by making it angle cleaved at both ends.

........

4.4.3 Birefringence

.

We observed a strong dependence of the resonance frequency on the po-
larisation of the incoupled laser light The frequency difference between
orthogonal polarisations is 1.2 kHz. It is not due to power modulation
or electronic offsets but to Birefringence in the mirrors.

-Schiller [41]

..

The resonance frequency for a Fabry-Perot cavity has a slight dependence on
the polarisation of the light. Both Schiller [41] and Hall [5] put this effect at the
1 kHz level for 1800 rotation of the input light polarisation. This effect is ascribed to
the Birefringence in the mirrors. The are two ways that this effect can be reduced.
First one could use linearly polarised light set with a polarisation such that " ...the

cavity frequency is an extremum" [41] (i.e. the frequency shift/degree slope is at a
minimum). Else circularly polarised light can be used [5] reducing the effect by a

.
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factor of 40 or so. More information on the effects of Birefringence can be found in
the reference [114, 115]. -

.

Conclusion4.4.4

.

A number of issues have been addressed in this chapter:

......

.Materials choice -ULE.

.Thermal and pressure effects -thermal problems difficult but soluble, pressure

easy.
.Vibration -follow the NIST scheme which is certainly good enough to get a

1 hertz linewidth. Unclear if will get you much better than this
.Intra cavity power stability -use low input power, and stabilise the output

power from the cavity
.Beam pointing -mount cavity and laser (or optical fibre output) on same

isolation stage
.AM at drive frequency, modulation accuracy, optical isolation and Birefrin-

gence -take care over all of these effects

..

The other point to make is that some effort has gone into trying to calculate the
size of the effects limiting linewidth. In general it seems to be the case that in this
subject calculations always seem to underestimate the size of the problem. It may
well be that this is just because the are lots of small, and often related, things going
on which need to be calculated. Ultimately performance of a real system is all that
matters. If at every stage of development the diagnostics are capable of telling you
WHAT the problem is, then achieving a 1 Hz linewidth will be easy.

..........
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5.1

The laser source

The laser source chosen to perform these experiments is a non-planar ring oscillator
Nd:YAG laser (from Lightwave electronics). This laser has the lowest free running
noise of any source, with a 50 ms linewidth of a few kilohertz at Fourier frequencies
extending to only a few tens of kilohertz. This means that the servo loop required
to reduce the laser noise to the shot noise of the system should be easier to design
than for, say, an extended cavity diode laser system.

Although it is conceptually easier to work with two separate laser sources, this
is not necessary (and in our case not financially possible). If the laser output is
split into two portions and each is closely servoed to two independent reference
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cavities, the noise in the two laser beams becomes that of the cavity (cavity noise +
discriminator noise). In our case we will split the output from the Nd:YAG laser and
externally stabilise the two portions of light with AOMs (see setup in figure 5.1).
The AOM was chosen, as it should be possible to achieve a servo bandwidth of
200 kHz, given enough gain at low frequencies to suppress the laser noise to less
than 1 radian. The AOM is used in the double passed configuration to remove
any beam pointing issues due to the frequency dependent Bragg angle of the AOM.
Low frequency (80::1:5 MHz) yet high efficiency (85%) AOMs are used for frequency
locking, whilst (a number) of high frequency (250::1:50 MHz), low efficiency (40%)
AOMs are used to provide the frequency shift between the cavities.

The other use for an AOM is as an intensity stabilisation unit. By varying the rf
power to the modulator, the Bragg efficiency is changed. This effect will be used to
stabilise the output power of the cavity to around the 0.1% level. This is necessary
as any intensity noise on the laser, or slight beam pointing fluctuation will lead to
the intra-cavity power fluctuating in the reference cavity (see section 4.3.3). This
induces frequency changes at the 1-20 Hz/ JLW level [37, 41]. The effect is reduced
by using a low input power (say 10 JLW or less), but intensity stabilisation will most
likely prove to be necessary.

The reference cavities

The cavities will be made of Corning 7971 ULE material. Only Zerodur has a com-
parable room temperature coefficient of expansion (rv 10-8-10-9). ULE is chosen in
preference to Zerodur because of the experiences of the NIST group (see section 4.1
and section 3.5). The cavity's length will be chosen such that the free spectral range
is low enough so that the frequency difference between two cavities can be bridged
by broadband (250::1::$0 MHz) AOMs. It is not clear whether the best route is to
have two cavities of ~he same, or different lengths. There is a suggestion that for
two cavities of the same length, some common-mode rejection of noise may occur
(section 2.1). Almost certainly one cavity will be length 100 rom (FSR = 1500 MHz)
and the other either 200 mm (FSR = 750 MHz) or 100 rom.

The cross section, to length ratio will be as high as possible so that the first
bending mode frequency is as high as practical (typically 60 rom circular diameter for
a 100 mm length cavity). This is important to minimise the effects of vibrationally
and thermally induced length changes. The super polished mirrors will have low loss
to give high transmission (at least 50%) and low heating due to absorption. The
finesse is high enough (rv 200000) to give a narrow linewidth (5 kHz) but low enough
so that the unstabilised laser noise is not significantly larger than the linewidth.

The cavities will be housed in vacuum chambers evacuated to around 10-5 mbar
so that pressure variations are insignificant. The temperature of the chamber will
be controlled to better than 10 mK, and it will be desirable to achieve a long time
constant for thermal transfer to the cavity, in order that short term temperature
fluctuations are damped. Temperature control will most likely be achieved with a
two layer control system. Ideally daily temperature fluctuations will be reduced to
the point where the frequency excursions they induce are small compared to the
monotonic creep of the ULE material. This is so that the drift is as low as possible,
but also as predictable as possible. Predictable drift can be taken out by an opposing
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sweep applied to the AOM from a synthesiser.

Vibration Isolation

The importance of vibration isolation in achieving a narrow linewidth laser has been
recognised for a long time. There are two basic approaches: isolate the cavity or
isolate the entire laser system. If vibration were the only important issue, then
isolating the cavity should be sufficient to achieve good results. However as has
been pointed out there are other issues which are important/critical: intra cavity
power fluctuations and beam pointing (section 4.3.3). Obviously if the cavity is
well isolated against vibration but the input beam is not, then the relative motion
between the two will lead to both beam pointing problems and power fluctuations
(via variation in mode matching). Hence we will fix the laser beam relative to the
cavity by fibre coupling the light onto the suspended table holding the cavity. The
cavity will be sat rigidly in the vacuum chamber (as opposed to being suspended in
it) for the same beam pointing reasons. The cavity will sit inside the (aluminum)
vacuum chamber on viton (or similar) pads to decrease the thermal coupling to the
chamber.

The vibration isolation platforms for the two systems will follow the approach
of the NIST group. That is a 100 kg breadboard suspended from the ceiling by a
number of 3 m long rubber tubes. This gives a pendulum frequency of less than
0.5 Hz both vertically and horizontally. Unlike NIST, we do not plan, at least
initially, any active position control on the tables. This is necessary only if there is
a critical beam pointing issue for getting the light off the table and onto another one.
In our case there will be a requirement to mix the outputs from both systems on a
photodiode to observe the beat between the two systems. It is hoped that since the
systems are close together and the beat measurements do not last very long beam
pointing effects will not be an issue.

Crude height control will be achieved (as with NIST) by adding or removing
weights from the table to keep it a few millimetres above the table frame. The
pendulum frequency of the system will be velocity damped with blobs of grease
between the table and the frame it sits on when not suspended. In order to lift
100 kg of the breadboard plus all the optics, it will be necessary to use a number of
rubber tubes. These will be grouped in the four corners of the table. As for NIST,
the 3 m long rubber 'springs' will be surrounded by a plastic tube to attempt to
stop the excitation of transverse modes of the rubber by air currents.

The breadboard will be covered with a wooden acoustic isolation box. Varnished
plywood is chosen for its stiffness to weight ratio [109] to reflect as much acoustic
noise from the box as possible. Any transmitted acoustic energy will be further
damped by a layer of lead lined foam. The lead sheets act as a non-impedance
matched acoustic load. The inner foam layer also acts to damp any low frequency
acoustic resonances occurring within the box. The vacuum will provide a large
amount of acoustic isolation, but acoustically induced vibration of the whole table
will not be reduced (apart from the fact that the table is so massive).
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Modulation accuracy and optical feedback

Studying the results of Hall [5], shows that care will be needed when setting up the
optics for the system.

An electro-optic phase modulator is chosen to produce the sidebands on the laser
light for the Pound-Drever-Hall stabilisation technique. A modulation frequency of
r-..J2 MHz is chosen being sufficiently higher than the required servo bandwidth. At
present the EOM is driven by a resonant circuit and a power transistor oscillator.
The spectral purity (j)f the system may need to be improved by driving the EOM
with an amplified synthesiser. This is to ensure higher order harmonic content on
the light is minimised, as it will shift the lock point of the discriminator. At the
rf beat detector, the signal will need to be notch filtered to remove 2nd harmonic.
Further filters to remove 3rd and higher harmonics may be necessary. All rf pick
up from the EOM drive will have to be removed from the detection electronics to
remove base-line shift~ to the discriminator signal. All mains-locked 50 Hz noise, and
harmonics, will also have to be reduced to below the shot noise, as the low Fourier
frequency will cause large problems. The orientation of the phase modulator will
have to be carefully set to minimise AM at the drive frequency due to the misaligned
EOM causing the polarisation fluctuations. An EOM is chosen over driving the laser
piezo at r-..J 700 kHz [77] or using an AOM because of these AM problems. It is not

clear whether reducing the AM to -50 dBc will be enough to remove this effect or
not (see Hall [5]).

We wish to reduce all lock point shifting problems to the 0.1 Hz level or less. From
a 10 kHz linewidth, this means optical feedback (etalon effects) between components
will have to be reduded to the 10-5 level in amplitude, or 10-10 level in intensity
[5]. This is particularly important for elements which can not be slightly misaligned
(the reference cavity, fibre optic cable). The fibre optic connection will be chosen
to have very low back reflection (by using angle polished fibre at both ends). The
EOM will have an isolator in front of it to protect it from any feedback (inducing
polarisation rotation at the drive frequency). The laser will have at least 1 isolator
between it and the EOM giving a total of at least 60 dB isolation (two isolators of
30 dB isolation each). In addition, the light reflected from the reference cavity will
be picked off by a polarising beam splitter giving an addition r-..J20 dB of isolation to
the laser. All transmitting optics will have antireflection coatings. Reflections from
the photodiodes will have to be either isolated or misaligned. The zeroth order from
the AOMs will be absorbed in a neutral density filter set at Brewster's angle.

5.2

Although the end goaJl is two independent systems, it is wise to build the experiment
up in steps, making sure each stage works before carrying on to the next more
difficult experiment. iThe following discusses the likely order of research, including
what should be learnt from each optical set-up.

The first step is to lock the Nd:YAG laser to one cavity and improve the servo
until the noise is suppressed to the shot noise over the servo bandwidth. The laser
and cavity should be on the same table to avoid any beam pointing issues. The laser
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power incident on the cavity will be set such that the shot noise will not significantly
limit the performance of the system, yet low enough that thermal loading of the
cavity mirrors is minimised. From these considerations a laser power of ('"'"' 10 J.L W)
incident on the cavity seems reasonable. Work on the servo will be achieved by
looking at the noise at the lock point of the cavity whilst improving the servo loop
filter, so that the relevant noise is suppressed. The electronic detection noise will
also have to be reduced so that it is significantly less than the shot noise. This is
the only real drawback of using a low optical power.

Once the servo system has been shown to work, it will be necessary to observe
the real performance of the system. This can be done initially by placing another
cavity on the same isolation table and analysing the stabilised light with the second
cavity acting as an optical spectrum analyser. This will give a fair indication of any
vibration/ acoustic disturbances without introducing Doppler shifts between the two
cavities. The power spectral density observed can be used to estimate the linewidth
of the locked laser. The effect of the aforementioned problems (feedback to the
laser, intensity noise etc.) should show up in this measurement as noise in the
power spectral density. Effects that shift the lock point (AM at the drive frequency,
etalon effects, thermal drift, laser power induced thermal drift etc.) will show up
on the DC coupled error signal, although they will be indistinguishable from cavity
noise.

In order to untangle these optical effects and cavity effects, it would be desirable
to lock the two portions of laser light to adjacent modes of a single cavity and perform
an Allan variance (this will require duplicate servo electronics). This will detect
any slow shifting of the beat frequency due to variable offsets, whilst suppressing
cavity noise by a factor of '"'"' 20 000. This test can look for problems like: effect
of slight misalignment of EOM, effect of polarisation rotation of light into cavity
(birefringence test) and effect of additional optical isolation at various points in the

system.
Once the system appears to be working as well as possible, it is time to obtain

some definitive data. The second beam from the laser will need to be stabilised to the
second cavity using a similar servo to the first system. Again both systems should be
on one table to avoid Doppler effects. The beat between the two stabilised outputs
will show the true laser linewidth. Thermal and laser induced drifts will show up and
need to be minimised. The effect of stabilising the power leaving the two reference
cavities can be investigated. Allan variance data can be taken of the beat. This
stage is the acid test for the system. Effects that can be investigated: effect of DC
light intensity change into cavity, effect of cavity output power stabilisation, effect
of extra vibration on laboratory floor and effect of additional acoustic noise.

If after this work it is clear the laser is working as well as possible it is time
to remove the laser sourc~ from the table. This is because in most systems the
laser cannot reside on the table as it is a vibration source. Even in the case of an
Nd:YAG laser, the effect of. stiff cables may be to compromise (slightly) the vibration
isolation. The light will need to be fibre optic launched onto the vibration isolation
table to ensure no beam pointing or Doppler shift issues arise. Any amplitude noise
caused by polarisation noise in the fibre will have to be dealt with by the intensity
servos.
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Finally, to completely rule out any possible common mode rejection, one of the
systems will be placed on a second isolation table. In this case the two beams
of light from the laser are fibred onto the two independent isolation platforms.
Unfortunately using two isolation platforms will introduce Doppler shifts between
the systems. Ideally these Doppler shifts would be corrected for. However solution
to such an effect may well lie outside the scope of this project, but could form in
interesting follow on project.

5.3 Future research

Although it is difficult to attempt to guess what will be in the future (as the research
discussed in this repQrt has barely begun), it might be worth pointing to a couple
of ideas.

Once a stable Nd:YAG laser has been built, it will be desirable to try to stabilise
noisier systems, such as extended cavity diodes or Ti:Sapphire lasers. These lasers
can then be used opqcal frequency standard experiments.

The transfer of a I:jtable frequency from one point to another needs to be investi-
gated. This delivery of narrow linewidth light is certainly an important topic. This
could be either in free space or via fibre optic cable.

Experiments relying on good Allan variance data between two systems (e.g. a
test of special relativIty) could be performed (e.g. see Hall [16]).

5.4

This report has identified the perturbation limits to the production of a sub-hertz
laser system. These include: seismic, acoustic and thermal perturbations to the
cavity, as well as laser beam pointing and power fluctuations. It also identifies
accuracy of lock issues such as optical feedback, modulation accuracy and mirror

birefringence.
It is interesting to ,consider what will be the ultimate limiting factor to achieving

a narrow linewidth l~er, and how low this linewidth could be. At present NIST
have a world record l~er linewidth of less than 0.6 Hz. It is not known what limits
the laser linewidth at this low level. An understanding may be forthcoming when
this latest work is published.

To get a flavour of how much further there is to go it is amusing to consider the
quantum limit. The quantum limit for this case was rigorously derived by Caves [102]
and is also well explained by Bergquistet.al. [37]. "...the measurement of the length
of the cavity to which the laser is locked brings about the inevitable competition
between measurement precision and the perturbation of the measurement system.
The measurement precision can be improved by a factor of 1/..;N by increasing the
number of N (signal) photons in the measurement interval, whereas the shot noise
of radiation pressure on the mirrors increases as ..;N. The optimum flux of signal
photons... .is given when both effects are in equal magnitude" [37]. The result of this
analysis is an optimum power for the measurement (which depends on the mirror
finesse and other factors) and an uncertainty in the measurement of the length of
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the cavity (for optimum power) of

(5.1)
I 41iB~L = V (211" fl)2m

where B is the measurement bandwidth, 11 the resonant frequency for longitudinal
vibrations of the cavity and m the mass of the cavity. Now the frequency fluctua-
tion corresponding to this length uncertainty is liv = voAL/ L. Therefore applying
equation 2.10, gives a linewidth of

v51i~Vl = rl2~ (5.2)

For the standard cavity parameters this gives a linewidth of ~Vl = 1 X 10-12 Hz!!!!
Fortunately we have already discovered an atomic reference of suitably narrow

linewidth to go with this quantum limited laser; the electric-oct up ole transition in
Yb+ has a linewidth of only 0.5 x 10-9 Hz [124].

This is all rather fanciful though, since there is an interrogation time prob-
lem. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle gives a time, T, to realise a linewidth of
T > 1/211"~VI. SO to realise the quantum limited laser linewidth would require an
interaction time of 5000 years. Even to reach the rather less ambitious electric
octupole linewidth would require a 10 year interaction time.

Returning to more realistic limits, though still speculating, it seems possible that
a materials problem may become the practical limit. The realisable linewidth from
a ULE cavity may be limited by creep. Given that these cavities have creep rates
in the 0.5 Hz/s range, and that maybe this creep is predicable to 100th of this, then
a best linewidth of 5 mHz might be possible. (This is already a factor of 10 better
than the best servo lock though). This also assumes that the creep happens in a
smooth way; the case of Zerodur has already shown that this is not necessarily the
case.

If the ULE material really were the limiting factor, then cavities with better
dimensional and thermal stabilities must be found. One such possibility is cryogeni-
cally cooled sapphire, mentioned in the introduction. However the difficulties of the
cryogenic environment (noisy helium and nitrogen fills, positional instability of the
cavity ) means that this technology will have advance considerably before the
absolute linewidths of these systems match even current ULE systems.

In conclusion, throughout this report there has been numerous reference to very
small quantities. It is easy to get complacent about what a part in 1015 means, or
what environmental control one needs to achieve a sub-hertz linewidth.

...if the spacer for an optical cavity were the Earth, a human hair added
to the diameter would cause a frequency shift of about 300 Hz!

-Berquist et al [37]
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This glossary lists the symbols commonly used within the text. Other symbols not
listed are defined locally within the text. ~ and {j are used infront of a symbol to
represent a small change in that quantities value.

y

V,Vo

<P

f
sx(f)

s",(f)

SIj?(f)

Sy(f)

p

V

B

,B

O"y(r)

r

~lIl

811

).

~vc
= 27rnh

c

9

leie

I

Jo(M)
1Jd

Dimensionless frequency

LMer frequency [Hz]

PhMe [rad]

Fourie;r frequency [Hz]
SpectIial density of x, [(dimensions of x)2/Hz]

Power Spectral Density of frequency fluctuations [Hz2/Hz]

Power Spectral Density of phMe fluctuations [1Hz]

Power Spectral Density of dimensionless frequency fluctuations [1Hz]

Power [W] (usually IMer power incident on cavity)

Voltag;e [V]
Bandwidth [Hz]

Modulation index [rad]

root A(llan variance of dimensionless frequency fluctuations

averaging time [s]

IMer linewidth (FWHM) [Hz]

frequency fluctuation [Hz]

wavelength [m]
refere~ce cavity linewidth [Hz]

Planck constant [Js]

speed of light [ms-l]

acceleration due to gravity [ms-2]

electron charge [C]

Detector photocurrent [A]

Zeroth order Bessel function, with (rf) modulation index M

detector quantum efficiency
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lIFSR

:F

L
~L

~(j)
yI'S:(j)
J~(j)

T

'Y

10
11
E

A
m

Free spectral range [Hz]

Finesse

cavity length [m]
change in cavity length [m]

Root Spectral Density of acceleration fluctuations [ms-2 / VHz]

Root Spectral Density of velocity fluctuations [ms-l / VHz]

Root Spectral Density of displacement fluctuations [m/ VHz]

Temperature [K] or Transmissibility

Damping factor

Resonant frequency of pendulum or spring [Hz]

First longitudinal or bending frequency of a bar [Hz]

Youngs modulus [Nm-2]

Area [m2] I

Mass [kg] I

Density [kgm -3]p
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